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“Whatever mankind invented to the present day
is ridiculous compared to the life of a beetle.”
“The important thing is not to stop questioning.”
– Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

Abstract
El concepte de criats robo`tics ha planat per les ments de la humanitat des de fa
molt temps i, de fet, els electrodome`stics que utilitzem avui en dia estan molt me´s
robotitzats que abans. Tot just ara comencen a introduir-se al mercat petits robots
dome`stics per ajudar a les tasques de la llar.
Qualsevol aparell que hagi d’interactuar amb persones pateix restriccions de se-
guretat, resiste`ncia i facilitat d’u´s; restriccions molt me´s acusades quan es tracta
de robots. En efecte, encara som lluny d’un robot dome`stic ambivalent, pero` la
investigacio´ referent a robots interactius i intel·lige`ncia artificial ha evolucionat con-
siderablement. Els prototips presentats en demostracions so´n una prova del que
pot arribar a fer-se. Aquest projecte contribueix en la recerca de robots interac-
tius, abastant-se d’un brac¸ robo`tic dissenyat especificament per a interactuar amb
persones.
L’estudi realizat proporciona, basant-se en el protocol Yet Another Robot Pro-
tocol (YARP), utilitzant el brac¸ Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM (WAMTM) i la ma`
BarrettHandTM , una infrastructura de desenvolupament distribu¨ıda per a un brac¸
i una ma` robo`tica, aix´ı com una aplicacio´ client modular complementada amb visio´.
En primer lloc, es dissenya i s’implementa un controlador per a governar el brac¸
WAMTM i la BarrettHandTM des de la xarxa. Els controladors abstreuen l’acce´s
a cada component, proporcionant tres ports: port de peticions d’ordres, port de
peticions d’estat i port de notificacions as´ıncrones.
En segon lloc, cada controlador e´s encapsulat per una capa de programari anom-
enada YARP device que publica monitoritzacio´ en temps real i control de mocio´ a
la xarxa a trave´s de l’anomenat Embolcall de xarxa. En particular, l’embolcall de
xarxa pel brac¸ WAMTM i la ma` BarrettHandTM proporcionen un port d’estat, un de
comandes, un de crida de processos remots (RPC) i un port per a les notificacions
as´ıncrones. El port d’estat proporciona realimentacio´ de posicio´ i orientacio´ a 50
Hz, que representa una dista`ncia cega d’un centimetre.
Aquesta primera part del projecte estableix els fonaments d’un robot complet i
distribu¨ıt, el disseny del qual permet compartir la capacitat de ca`lcul i pote`ncia amb
altres estacions de treball. A me´s a me´s, els usuaris poden treballar remotament
amb el robot sobre Ethernet i Wireless a trave´s d’una clara i entenedora interf´ıcie
local dins de YARP.
Addicionalment a la infrastructura robo`tica distribu¨ıda, tambe´ es proporciona
una infrastructura de treball amb visio´ per al programari client. La infrastructura
de treball client estableix un esquelet per a un desenvolupament posterior i esta`
organitzada en les tres branques ba`siques de la robo`tica: control, visio´ i planificacio´.
El mo`dul de visio´ contempla la presa d’imatges de forma distribu¨ıda quan aque-
sta e´s enfocada a robo`tica mo`bil i, quan la visio´ e´s fixa i local, per memo`ria com-
partida. Per tal d’incorporar la interaccio´ amb l’entorn i l’autonomia del robot
en el planificador, s’han obtingut les matrius de transformacio´ de la ma` a la visio´
per a agafar i manipular objectes. El processament d’imatge esta` basat en les lli-
breries Open Computer Vision (OpenCV) i proporciona reconeixement d’objectes
mitjanc¸ant algorismes de corresponde`ncia de trets invariants a l’escalat (SIFT),
transformada de Hough i aproximacio´ poligonal. La presa i planificacio´ de tra-
jecto`ria utilitzen preses predefinides que tenen en compte la mida, la forma i la
orientacio´ dels objectes que es volen agafar.
Les aplicacions per demostrar el concepte presentat consten de l’habilitat d’en-
drec¸ar objectes de cuina comuns distribu¨ıts aleato`riament a posicions espec´ıfiques,
amb monitoritzacio´ a temps real del robot i control ba`sic. La filosofia de modulari-
tat de la implementacio´ dels YARP devices, enfocada a deslligar la communicacio´ a
trave´s de la xarxa dels me`todes locals d’acce´s al component i, aquests, del compo-
nent en si, va ser satisfacto`ria. Gra`cies a l’acce´s abstracte i a la seva independe`ncia
del component en si, les aplicacions de demostracio´ proporcionades van e´sser de-
splegades fa`cilment, per tal d’avaluar el rendiment del brac¸ i el seu control remot i
monitoritzacio´. A me´s a me´s, ambdues infrastructures de desenvolupament guarden
independe`ncia amb el brac¸. Aquest disseny modular del programari que controla
els components esta` sent adoptat actualment per altres projectes de l’Institut de
Robo`tica i Informa`tica Industrial (IRI).
Paraules clau: Robo`tica personal, infrastructura de desenvolupament dis-
tribu¨ıda, infrastructura de desenvolupament de robots, brac¸ robo`tic, YARP, WAMTM,
BarrettHandTM, visio´, OpenCV, dome`stic.
Abstract
The concept of household robotic servants has been in our mind for ages, and
domestic appliances are far more robotised than they used to be. At present, man-
ufacturers are starting to introduce small, household human-interactive robots to
the market.
Any human-interactive device has safety, endurability and simplicity constraints,
which are especially strict when it comes to robots. Indeed, we are still far from
a multi-purpose intelligent household robot, but human-interactive robots and ar-
tificial intelligence research has evolved considerably, demonstration prototypes are
a proof of what can be done. This project contributes to the research in human-
interactive robots, as the robotic arm and hand used are specially designed for
human-interactive applications.
The present study provides a distributed framework for an arm and a hand
devices based on the robotics YARP protocol using the WAMTM arm and the
BarrettHandTM as well as a basic modular client application complemented with
vision.
Firstly, two device drivers and a network interface are designed and implemented
to control the WAMTM arm and the BarrettHandTM from the network. The drivers
allow abstract access to each device, providing three ports: command requests port,
state requests port and asynchronous replies port.
Secondly, each driver is then encapsulated by YARP devices publishing real-
time monitoring feedback and motion control to the network through what is called
a Network wrapper. In particular, the network wrapper for the WAMTM arm
and BarrettHandTM provides a state port, command port, Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) port and an asynchronous notifications port. The state port provides the
WAMTM position and orientation feedback at 50 Hz, which represents a maximum
blindness of one centimetre.
This first part of the project sets the foundations of a distributed, complete
robot, whose design enables processing and power payload to be shared by differ-
ent workstations. Moreover, users are able to work with the robot remotely over
Ethernet and Wireless through a clear, understandable local interface within YARP.
In addition to the distributed robotic framework provided, a client software
framework with vision is also supplied. The client framework establishes a general
software shell for further development and is organized in the basic, separate robotic
branches: control, vision and planification.
The vision module supports distributed image grabbing on mobile robotics, and
shared-memory for fixed, local vision. In order to incorporate environment interac-
tion and robot autonomy with the planner, hand-eye transformation matrices have
been obtained to perform object grasping and manipulation. The image processing
is based on OpenCV libraries and provides object recognition with Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) features matching, Hough transform and polygon ap-
proximation algorithms. Grasping and path planning use pre-defined grasps which
take into account the size, shape and orientation of the target objects.
The proof-of-concept applications feature a household robotic arm with the abil-
ity to tidy randomly distributed common kitchen objects to specified locations, with
robot real-time monitoring and basic control. The device modularity introduced in
this project philosophy of decoupling communication, device local access and the
components, was successful. Thanks to the abstract access and decoupling, the
demonstration applications provided were easily deployed to test the arm’s perfor-
mance and its remote control and monitorization. Moreover, both resultant frame-
works are arm-independent and the design is currently being adopted by other
projects’ devices within the IRI.
Keywords: Personal robotics, distributed framework, robot framework, robotic
arm, YARP, WAMTM, BarrettHandTM, vision, OpenCV, household.
Preface
This report is the result of the final year project carried out at the Institut de Robo`tica
i Informa`tica Industrial between February and December 2009 under the supervision of
Dr. Guillem Alenya`. The report introduces the topic by reviewing the history of robotics
and its aims as well as its present state in the fields involved.
Each section divides each accomplished objective into methods and implementation. The
methods involve all design choices made and procedures followed, while implementation
describes their final realization characteristics. The first sections focus on the distributed
robot frameworks available and the last part outlines an approach to final applications,
image processing and grasping possibilities.
The project is divided between the robot framework provided, which is understood as
the tool, and the client application, which is a proof of concept and a user framework for
further and more complex applications. The so-called robotic tool includes everything
from the networked design and communication framework to the robot driver and robot
device. On the other hand, the client application uses this tool to perform tasks remotely
over the network and partially incarnates a housemaid robot that sees and manipulates.
The project is developed in the context of the Perception, Action and Cognition through
Object-Action Complexes (PACO-PLUS) European project, which aims to develop artifi-
cial intelligence for a household cognitive robot.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Dawn of Robots
Since prehistoric ages, Homo Sapiens have taken advantage of their ability to create tools
to simplify tasks needed for their own survival and that of their species. The literature
has speculated on the idea of automates, cyborgs and robots for ages. According to those
stories, mankind should already have started conquering the galaxy; and living with robots
should be as common as having a toaster. Indeed nowadays researchers have progressed
a lot in robotics, achieving unforeseeable goals quite easily, like beating the greatest chess
player of all time Garry Kasparov. However, futile tasks like recognizing a horse in
a picture, are still a challenge. Humans have great abilities and adaptability robotics
nowadays lacks. However, taking the previous example, image processing software could
do better distinguishing the breed of the horse than a human. It is only a question of
time.
Although the literature has explored and exaggerated the idea of robot in every direction,
people do actually live surrounded by robots; they might not be humanoid or have human
abilities, but they do exist. Quoting the words of the biochemist and science writer Isaac
Asimov, the three laws of robotics stated:
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a
human being to come to harm.
2. A robot must obey any orders given to it by human beings, except where
such orders would conflict with the First Law.
3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not
conflict with the First or Second Law.
In the preface of one of his books, Asimov discusses those statements; take a common
tool like a knife as an example, every tool whose intended use involves interaction with
humans does indeed try to follow those three rules. That is why the knife is covered
with a wooden or plastic hand-shaped handle and the blade is made of stainless steel.
However, the three laws were meant to be a literary leit motiv rather than being useful
in practice. Any machine created by human beings does not have and cannot have any
ethical or moral response, even with the self-learning algorithms available nowadays.
In spite of their limitations, if robots are indeed meant to be in the office or at home,
safety issues must be taken into consideration. Japan’s ministry of trade and industry
announced a set of safety guidelines for home and office robots [57]: they are required to
have sensors to help them avoid collisions with humans, to be made from soft and light
materials to minimise harm if a collision does occur and to have an emergency shut-off
button. However, a fully safe robot is infeasible, which means that, in modern robotics
— and in law code too —, the safety of the devices is the responsibility of the human
owner and the use he makes of it.
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1.2 Industrial Robots
Industrial robots are defined by the International Organization for Standarization (ISO)
as automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multi-purpose manipulators which are pro-
grammable in three or more axes. The first industrial robot, introduced under the name of
“Unimate” was designed in the 1950 by the American engineers George Devol and Joseph
Engelberger, for the assembly line at General Motors. Unimate was a finite-state machine
of 1814 kg that took die castings from machines and performed welding on automobiles
(Figure 1). Commands were stored on a magnetic drum pre-defining a variety of tasks.
Figure 1 – Unimate: The first industrial Robot [43]
There has been a lot of improvement in industrial assembly lines, where industrial robots
are mature and widespread. Depending on its configuration, three major robot cate-
gories exist: the articulated robots, Selective Compliant Articulated Robot Arm (SCARA)
robots and Cartesian robots. All of them are able to fulfill specific and repetitive tasks
involving both light and heavy payloads. Nevertheless, the arms are very heavy and have
great inertia and momentum, which threatens operators’ safety.
(a) Sta¨ubli’s RX170 6 axis robot [48] (b) Workcell example
Figure 2 – Industrial robotic arms and environment
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Due to these dangers, the use of protection systems to isolate the robots are mandatory
by law. In the Institut de Robo`tica i Informa`tica Industrial (IRI) where this project is
developed, the two Sta¨ubli robots (Figure 2(a)) have an electronic light sensor protection
which halts the arm’s movement instantly as soon as a presence is detected (Figure 2(b)).
This behaviour is somehow threatening, as the arm would still apply a great force to
maintain its position; as a matter of fact, special work cells are required for industrial
arms to operate in uncontrolled environments such as the IRI’s laboratory (Figure 2(b)).
1.3 Human Interactive Robots
Obviously, industrial arms lack human-to-robot interaction and are not suitable for house-
hold or office environments, which leads us to humanoid robots; designed to interact with
human beings. Humanoid robots have extra safety requirements and a radically differ-
ent artificial intelligence design. Above all, they need to be prepared to deal with many
different situations, given the fact that human behaviour is unpredictable and barely un-
derstandable by robots. Moreover, one of the objectives of household robots in the long
term, is to make them able to assist elderly or disabled people, so research in human-to-
robot interaction becomes a priority.
Figure 3 – Asimo’s evolution [21]
Honda launched the humanoid project, Asimo, 25 years ago: a humanoid robot that looks
like a little biped astronaut (Figure 3). Japanese industries are developing androids with
human-like skin and gestures, like Hiroshi Ishiguro’s Actroid or the latest Miin, companion
androids designed for fashion shows. Apart from humanoid robots, human oriented robots
are designed to fulfill some tasks in coexistence with humans, despite their non-humanoid
appearance. Roomba, for example, is a cleaning disk-shaped robot presented in 2002 by
iRobot, an enterprise specialized in behaviour-based robots. Up to 2009, iRobot has sold
more than 3 million Roombas, and many competitors have joined the race for household
robots.
Given that robotic development requires a lot of investment, most studies focus on specific
parts and issues of a humanoid robot. Being that so, manufacturers can specialize in the
paradigms presented by each one of them.
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Barrett Technology R©, Inc., for example, created a robotic arm called Whole-Arm Mani-
pulatorTM (WAMTM) (Figure 4) intended to be a multi-purpose human-interactive robot.
This robotic arm has the particularity that its movement relies on backdriven cables that
act as human tendons. This design allows Barrett Technology to cluster the robot’s mass
at its base, minimizing the movement inertia, the collision threat and, therefore, increasing
its safety in human interaction.
Figure 4 – Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM arm [1]
Another important part of a robot is its hand or gripper. Multi-purpose household robots
require a versatile tool to fulfill a diverse set of grasps considering the many different
shapes, textures and material densities of household objects. Conventional grippers are
designed for specific targets and most industrial arms have a set of grippers according to
the task they are expected to perform. Obviously, this deployment is inefficacious for a
multi-purpose robot. For that reason, robotic hands made of a great variety of materials,
number of fingers and different grasping algorithms are being designed in order to obtain
versatile and useful robotic tools. For example, Barrett Technologies, Inc., created a
three-fingered hand, which is able to accomplish many household tasks.
Apart from the robot hardware, one essential aspect that has to be taken into account is its
software. The growth of standard libraries for image processing, communication and robot
frameworks developed by private and community enterprises constitutes a great evolution,
far more complex than when robots were only intended for industrial applications. If
completely or partially humanoid robots are to be introduced in the market, an easy-to-
use, understandable and simple framework has to be developed in order to make them
attractive to developers and researchers. These frameworks should allow the drive of the
robot from any connection point and at any moment, without restrictions, through a
comprehensive local abstraction of each device.
In 2005, European project Perception, Action and Cognition through Object-Action Com-
plexes (PACO-PLUS) brought together an interdisciplinary research team that designed
and built cognitive robots capable of developing perceptual, behavioural and cognitive
classification that can be used, communicated and shared with other humans and artifi-
cial agents. The implementation of this categorization required modelling and reflective
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reason about robot perceptions and actions in order to learn, act and react appropri-
ately. Such understanding can only be attained by embodied agents and requires the
simultaneous consideration of perception and action.
This project focuses on the design and development of a distributed framework for a
multi-purpose household robotic arm (the Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM (WAMTM)) and
hand (BarrettHandTM), and it provides a modular client as a proof of concept. Re-
searchers’ programs are given the ability to recognize and grasp domestic objects, in
order to contribute research on human-interactive robots. In fact, this project provides
an infrastructure for the testing of PACO-PLUS research and has contributed to two pa-
pers awaiting revision [15, 54]. Furthermore, in order to assist the ongoing research of
the IRI, the parts of the modular client (vision, intelligence and control) can be easily
replaced by improved, outstanding designs and techniques.
6 Section 1 Introduction
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2 Objectives
This project provides a tool for experimentation and research on the on-going and future
projects at the Institut de Robo`tica i Informa`tica Industrial . To achieve and test the design
and implementation, three milestones are accomplished; first, to provide a distributed
virtual framework for a robotic arm with an embedded hand; second, to implement a
case of study with a specific arm and hand: the Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM (WAMTM)
and BarrettHandTM; and, finally, to design and implement a modular client software to
provide a development shell for further vision and control research, while testing the
capabilities of the developed framework.
Specifically, the objectives are:
1. To develop a network interface for the WAMTM arm and BarrettHandTM
for a distributed modular robot framework.
In order to perform the testing phase of this project, two robotic devices are used,
the Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM (WAMTM) and the BarrettHandTM. These devices
do not have a network interface, which forces software to be run inside its embedded
PC. Hence, a specific network driver is implemented to provide such capabilities.
2. To design and implement a device network abstraction over Yet Another
Robot Protocol (YARP) for a robotic arm manipulator and a 3-fingered
hand
YARP is a communication framework for distributed robotics. Once the WAMTM
arm and the BarrettHandTM drivers provide a network access to the devices, both
drivers are enclosed by fellow YARP interfaces towards the YARP network; provid-
ing, at that point, a standard and abstract device which can then be used by any
client inside the network. The implementation of such interfaces links the devices to
the YARP network, and YARP transmission protocols look after the communication
transmission carriers and data flow between devices and clients.
3. To implement a client framework for research
Finally, the front-end software of this project provides a basic client framework for
further research on image processing and grasping algorithms. In fact, a specific ap-
plication has been implemented to accommodate robot-learning algorithm research
at the Institute. To achieve this goal, the following secondary objectives have to be
achieved:
(a) To achieve hand-eye coordination, in order to move the robot to the
image target positions, through a calibration process.
The calibration process includes calculating the transformation matrices from
the camera to the arm’s base and from pattern to hand, as well as the intrinsic
camera matrix. Finally, given an x,y pixel point and an estimated height,
a position in the arm’s coordinates is then obtained; the robot is able to go
wherever it can see.
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(b) To determine and implement object identification and basic pattern
recognition in order to provide reliable data to the client application.
The object identification process together with the grasping decision algorithm
process includes acquiring and processing an image in order to obtain position,
orientation and the more suitable grasp for the target object. The main selected
features are chosen according to the vision and hand constraints, as well as the
application interests.
• Circular section objects
• Polygonal objects
• Textured objects such as tetra-bricks or plates
(c) To implement grasping algorithms and hand grasps in order to seize
and manipulate the target objects given their shape.
Depending on the grasping algorithm, the appropriate data is provided; namely,
a simple shape model like a cylinder, a sphere or a prism.
• Predefine 4 hand grasps to suit the target objects.
4. To implement the specific application: Household robot
Demonstrate the concept by identifying a set of objects from the table and range
them in baskets placed at specific positions.
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3 Devices
The robotic arm used in this project is the Barrett Technologies R©, Inc. Whole-Arm Mani-
pulatorTM (WAMTM) and the complementary hand BarrettHandTM. The characteristics
of each device are detailed below. The hand coupled with the arm is the BarretHandTM,
and the cameras which provide the robot’s eye are either the GrassHopper c© high-resolu-
tion camera, or the Flea R©2 camera.
3.1 Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM Arm
The Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM (WAMTM) is a manipulator available in two main con-
figurations, 4- and 7-degrees-of-freedom, both with human-like kinematics. The IRI has
the seven degrees of freedom configuration, which offers better adaptability and dexterity
to grasping constraints. The uniqueness of the WAMTM arm lies in it’s backdriven cable
drives, similar to human tendons; a design that concentrates the weight at its base and
makes the whole arm light enough to have little brake time together with a high accel-
eration rate and flexibility. This design protects human beings from harm as there is
less momentum, which also means fast reaction time on collision. Moreover, its lightness
translates into power saving by consuming 28 watts while enhancing its inherent safety.
Figure 5 – Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM (WAMTM) arm with
highlighted Puck servomotors [1]
Another advantage of the frictionless backdriven motion is the ability to operate the trans-
posed Jacobian inverse kinematics instead of inverted Jacobian, which allows operation
directly in the Cartesian domain [6]. Taking e ≈ ∆s, the position incremental vector
towards target position, and ∆θ = (∆θ1, . . . ,∆θ7)
T , the joint angles increment for each
link, from
e = J∆θ, (1)
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the transposed Jacobian method would be expressed as
∆θ = αJTe (2)
instead of
∆θ = J−1e, (3)
which is often non-invertible and unstable due to position singularities. For (2), choosing
α to be as close as possible to e gives α = 〈e,JJ
T e〉
〈JJT e,JJT e〉 .
However, there are drawbacks; re-calibration is required once a month due to cable di-
lation, and accuracy might be worse than heavier industrial arms. These issues are still
unresolved for human interactive robots which have special safety constraints, and the
Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM is the best trade-off available at this time.
To perform these movements given a target position, seven ultra-miniature brushless
servo controllers, named Pucks, fold and deploy WAMTM’s cables to move it to the angles
obtained from (2). Their placement within the WAMTM arm is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6 – The Barrett Puck [41]
The Barrett Puck has been fitted into an encoder which integrates rotor-position sensing
and has its own 32-bit Central Processing Unit (CPU). This configuration eliminates most
of the wiring normally associated with brushless applications, and thus, the need for an
external controller cabinet. Originally, the pucks were fitted into an optical encoder to-
gether with a 1 mm thick optically-patterned reflective wheel that provided 40960 cts/rev.
They were later replaced by 4096 cts/rev quasi -absolute magnetic encoders in order to
increase robustness, at the expense of count resolution. The new encoders measure the
absolute angle of each motor on startup, but the drivetrain ratios in the WAM (ranging
from 10-to-1 to 42-to-1) prevent the same absolute knowledge of the joint position. Still,
the added motor position information can be used to decrease the needed precision of the
homing process on each system startup, and, as a matter of fact, the magnetic encoder
activation reduced the re-calibration procedure of the WAMTM from every session to once
a month.
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3.1.1 Intrinsic Safety
As described by Brian Rooks [41], the main advantage of the Puck servo-controller is
the ability to measure the current in the drive motor windings, which can be translated
into joint torques and, therefore, external applied forces. This capacity gives unique
features to a manipulating arm, especially concerning safety. If the applied forces over
any point of the arm were above the operating joint torque threshold, it would be detected
and prevented electronically (the safety circuit scheme is shown in Figure 7). This force
variation is measured with the power flow within the arm, and requires high precision upon
power variations. Given that the steady-state payload is minimized by concentrating the
mass at the base, the power consumption is drastically reduced to 28-50 W instead of the
usual 1000 W of industrial arms. Usually, the measure of this values is highly distorted by
electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise, while Barrett Technology R©, Inc. surprisingly
reduced the EMI effects by bringing the noisy elements together and isolating them with
copper-shielding.
Figure 7 – Safety circuit schematic [41]
On the other hand, the power reduction to a human scale (20-100 W) affects the arm’s
strength and maximum payload, while it increases dexterity and safety. To put this in
perspective, 28 W is roughly what a human arm uses in mild exercise, and this low power
is possible in the WAMTM thanks to the backdriven cables.
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3.2 BarrettHand
The BH8-series BarrettHandTM (Figure 8) is a self-contained and compacted multi-fin-
gered programmable grasper with the dexterity to secure target objects of different sizes,
shapes, and orientations. It houses a CPU, software, communications electronics, servo-
controllers and 4 brushless motors. Of its three multi-jointed fingers, two have an extra
degree of freedom with 180 degrees of synchronous lateral mobility. The BarrettHandTM
is designed to overcome the alternative grippers’ major limitation: adaptability. Each
gripper must be custom designed for each shape and orientation which, unless the host
arm will perpetually perform the same task, would need a variable supply of grippers and
the ability to switch between them accordingly to targets’ shapes and orientations.
Figure 8 – BarrettHandTM [2]
The BarrettHandTM matches the functionality of a bank of custom grippers, as its config-
uration can be changed through its standard ASCII RS232-C serial port using Grasping
Control Language (GCL) (Annex B.3.1). Although RS232-C has a slow bandwidth com-
pared to Universal Serial Bus (USB) or FireWire it provides little latency for small bursts
of data, executing and acknowledging commands within milliseconds [53].
The BarrettHandTM’s firmware resides in the control electronics inside the hand and which
is controlled by the WAMTM’s embedded PC. The firmware supports two modes: Supervi-
sory and RealTime. The Supervisory mode allows the user to issue high-level commands,
which the BarrettHandTM will execute. When the hand has finished executing the com-
mand, it returns control back to the user. The RealTime mode enables continuous control
and monitoring of motor parameters, allowing real-time closed-loop motion control.
3.3 GrassHopper High-Resolution Camera
The Grasshopper c© IEEE-1394b digital camera provides high resolution, high sensitivity
sensors through the 800 Mbps firewire interface. The design takes advantage of the high-
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resolution images to increase object recognition performance given that the application is
not bounded to hard time constraints.
A specific driver developed in the IRI was installed in order to use the IEEE-1394b firewire
standard under GNU\Linux to achieve a framerate up to 7.5 frames/second for 1600x800
images. Device specifications can be found in Annex C.1.
3.4 Flea 2 Camera
The Flea R©2 camera is the smallest high resolution camera available, and it is designed
to have the form factor of similar industry-standard analogue cameras. The 800 Mbps
interface withstands high frame rate RGB image (where RGB stands for the red-green-
blue standard format) transmission and, more importantly, working with multiple cameras
on the same bus. The Flea R©2 camera (Model FL2G-13S2C) is chosen instead of the
GrassHopper camera to be able to complement the vision information with 3D cameras
or stereoscopic vision in the future, given the fact that the actual vision devices may be
insufficient. Device specifications can be found in Annex C.2.
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4 Robot Network Interface & Drivers
4.1 Motivation
Adding a device abstraction layer decouples it from the many applications and collabora-
tive systems that may be implemented over it. Taking a camera as an example, all cameras
can provide photos, change formats or framerates; if, instead of accessing the camera’s
methods specifically, the software has an abstract object with the methods grabImage,
setFramerate and so on, the camera can be replaced without changing any part of the
systems using it. Indeed, what this section will introduce is the abstraction of the WAMTM
arm and the BarrettHandTM. Firstly, the developed network interface, based on a previ-
ous Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) draft designed by Kaijen Hsiao [22], is
complemented with other required functionalities. Secondly, the whole set is encapsulated
into two drivers, one for each device, that provide the intended decoupling.
4.2 Procedures
At the beginning, the WAMTM arm was expected to run as a concurrent server from its
embedded PC. Unfortunately, in the first steps of development, researchers from MIT
working with the Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM found a bug in its libraries that prevented
linking to networking libraries other than simple Berkeley sockets. Given these design
constraints — which will be overcome by the network interface whose development is
planned by Barrett Technology R©, Inc — a server-client structure between the host PC
and the embedded PC using Berkeley sockets was designed and implemented (Annex B.1).
Regardless, understanding the WAMTM arm as a tool that provides a set of functionalities
that could, eventually, be better covered by other arms in the future, logically led to the
design of an abstract C++ driver. Therefore, all required functionalities were encapsulated
within a driver C++ object (Table 14 from Annex B.2) whose instantiation would provide
access to some of WAMTM’s features and, in the long term, all of them. Additionally to
hardware decoupling, designing an independent standalone driver also provides abstrac-
tion to the communication protocol. Above all, the establishment of a common standard
protocol of communication is a must on distributed systems designed to prevent their
obsolescence.
The default communication channel of the WAMTM arm is through its Controller-Area
Network (CAN) bus using the embedded PC. Additionally, a real-time development frame-
work named Xenomai based on the Linux kernel runs in the WAMTM’s embedded PC, for
which Barrett Technology R©, Inc. provides a set of open-source, documented libraries to
access both WAMTM and BarrettHandTM from Xenomai. The driver will control the arm
through the Ethernet connection using Barrett’s libraries and Kaijen’s draft [22], taking
advantage of the compatibility with Wireless 802.11 standard for future mobile robotics.
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Ethernet was chosen for many reasons: first, it has sufficient bandwidth to support this
project’s applications; second, it simplifies the design given the provided libraries of Bar-
rett and finally, it is popular among ubiquitous robotics. Nevertheless, other universities
and enterprises are working directly on the CAN bus with an external computer.
The protocol used between the WAMTM driver and the WAMTM node is mainly based on
the protocol designed by Kaijen Hsiao, which uses a header of three characters followed by
the command data (Table 12 in Annex B.1). However, client applications should not have
to wait for movement completion by polling its state, a functionality that was not covered
by Kaijen’s protocol. Therefore, a complementary protocol for asynchronous real-time
commands was added (Table 13 in Annex B.1 defines their packet structure).
4.3 Implementation
Considering that a network wrapper is being developed by Barrett, the presented design
keeps the robot’s access as decoupled and simple as possible, with the expectation of
replacing them once the Barrett’s network interface is finished. Meanwhile, the driver has
all the functionalities needed to accomplish the objectives presented in section 2.
The methods implemented by the driver are shown in Table 1. They represent a basic
set of functions every arm should have. Any arm having these methods can easily be
introduced into the framework and driven remotely by the same applications.
WAMTM Driver Implemented Methods
virtual bool open() Initializes the device
virtual bool close() Closes the device
virtual bool getAxes(int *ax) Returns the number of controlled axes
virtual bool positionMove(const double *refs)
Performs a pose movement in Cartesian
coordinates
virtual bool checkMotionDone(bool *flag)
Requests an asynchronous reply upon
completion of trajectory
virtual bool getEncoders(double *encs)
Retrieves the Cartesian coordinates and
Euler angles
Table 1 – Implemented methods from WAMTM’s device ab-
straction.
Other methods supported by the network protocol but not yet implemented in the driver
are listed in Table 2. From the implemented functions in the embedded server (Table 2),
the gra, hom, shu methods are contained in the open/close methods, and the Cartesian
movement functions in the movement interfaces. Yet, movement in joint angles is not
implemented in the current version.
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Header Query’s/Reply’s body Description
Synchronous commands
moc
Cartesian position and rotation in euler
angles on a 6-double array.
Move to the given position in carte-
sian coordinates
gcp
Cartesian position in euler angles on a 6-
double array.
Gets the cartesian position and the
euler angles from the encoders
shu - Shutdown WAMTM connections
gra - Activate gravity compensation
hom - Return home
gja Joint angles in radians on a 6-double array Fetches the values of each joint en-coder
moj Joint angles in radians on a 6-double array Moves in joint angles
Commands requesting asynchronous replies
trf - Request for asynchronous packetupon completion of trajectory
Table 2 – WAMTM Server Protocol’s packet headers
The methods in Table 3 define a set of grasps and basic access functions equivalently for
the BarrettHand. Although GCL is pretty straight-forward, grasping can be abstracted to
methods open, close and a set of different spreads. This project defines the set of grasps
shown in Figure 9. The implementation of these methods allows developers to use the
hand without any knowledge of GCL and, once they are familiar with the BarrettHandTM,
they can use GCL through the sendCommand method to perform more specific grasps.
Additionally, BarrettHand’s feedback introduces the torque-controlled open and close
commands, which mechanically block the hand when it applies a torque force above a
defined threshold. This threshold can be adjusted to match the object’s resistance and
also when human interaction is intended. This ability is relevant enough to include it in
the hand’s driver.
Hand abstraction header
bool open(struct BHconfig *config) Configures and launches the driver
bool close() Returns the error of the expected grasp
bool shutdown() Sends the termination character to BarrettHand
bool initialize() Initializes the hand
bool gopen() Open fingers (grasp)
bool torquegclose() Torque controlled close fingers (grasp)
bool gclose() Close fingers (grasp)
bool sendCommand(char cmd[BUFFERSIZE]) Sends a raw GCL command
bool openWide() Opens the spread and fingers
bool isoGrasp() Places fingers equidistant from each other
bool rectGrasp() Places finger 1 and 2 at 90 degrees from 3
bool needle() Places finger 3 opposed to 12 and almost closed
bool peg() Places finger 1 opposed to 2
bool pegClose() Close fingers 1 and 2
Table 3 – Device abstraction of the BarrettHandTM interface.
This abstraction decouples the hand control syntax from its
use, consequently simplifying its access to users.
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(a) Open wide grasp
(SGO)
(b) Isometric grasp
(SM 1200)
(c) Rectangular grasp
(SM 1500)
(d) Palm grasp
(SC)
(e) Needle grasp
(3M 8000)
(f) Peg grasp
(SM 1500 & 12M 8000)
Figure 9 – Defined BarrettHandTM grasps. The defined grasps
can be called through the fellow C++ methods.
The corresponding network protocol between the driver and the embedded server is shown
in Table 4.
Header Body Description
hhi - send HI command
cgo - open spread
opn - open fingers
cls - close fingers
hhe - put hand in home position
cmd
String command using Barrett’s
Grasping Control Language (GCL),
specified in Annex C.4.
Hand arbitrary command
Table 4 – BarrettHandTM Server protocol’s packet headers
The network structure followed by each device is represented in Figure 11. The asyn-
chronous requests are handled by the Control Thread and delegated to the Asynchronous
Thread. At present, only one thread is assigned to asynchronous requests considering that
only asynchronous trajectory completion requests are present. As more asynchronous
commands are added, either one thread serves each one of them by polling the CAN
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(a) Open wide grasp
(SGO)
(b) Rectangular grasp
(SM 1500)
(c) Isometric grasp
(SM 1200)
(d) Palm grasp
(SC)
(e) Needle grasp
(3M 8000)
(f) Peg grasp
(SM 1500 & 12M 8000)
Figure 10 – Example objects’ grasps
bus or threads are spawned as requests are submitted to the device, thus deploying a
concurrent server.
4.4 Results and Discussion
The WAMTM libraries can not be linked to server libraries on its embedded Operating
System, which was a drawback, although the only repercussion is that the devices are
awkward to launch: the driver has to be launched before the embedded server so it can
connect to it, instead of just launching the server on the device. Fortunately, Barrett
Technology R©, Inc. is currently developing a network interface for the WAMTM arm,
which could easily be integrated in the existent design.
Nevertheless, all expected results were achieved, and the WAMTM arm and Barrett-
HandTM were successfully integrated in the distributed design, as described in the next
section. Moreover, thanks to the driver, simple programs could run some repeatability
tests (Figures 12 and 13) to check both position repeatability and the WAMTM’s inverse
kinematics (IK) joint synchronization.
Repeatability The repeatability client program sent the arm to the same positions (4)
500 times and recorded the end positions to check the accuracy of it. The registered
destinations are shown in Figure 12. According to the manufacturer, the WAMTM arm
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WAMTM
Driver
WAMTM
Device
Robot Control
Thread
Diagnosis
Thread
Asynchronous
Thread
Remote
Procedure Call
(RPC) Port
RPC &
Command Port
Command Port
State Port State Port
Asynchronous
Port
Asynchronous
Port
Network
asynchronous request
Figure 11 – Network ports structure of the WAMTM arm. The
Control Thread answers commands from RPC and Command.
Another thread (Diagnosis) monitors the encoders’ values
and, finally, the Asynchronous Thread serves asynchronous re-
quests like trajectory completion (trf).
has one centimetre of accuracy error. The results, expressed in Table 5, have good preci-
sion and slightly better accuracy. The WAMTM tends to stop before reaching the exact
position, which would probably be solved by adjusting the PID values, with the risk of
oscillating around the target point. The central points of results cloud were at an average
distance of 7 mm (µerror) of the target point with a precision variance of 0.3 mm (σerror).
The results for each point are collected at Table 5. Tests do not consider the orientation
repeatability for simplicity.
p1 = (500, 150, 0), rp1 = (−0.50, 1.57, 0.00),
p2 = (600, 150, 100), rp2 = (−0.30, 1.30, 0.05),
p3 = (600, 0, 200), rp3 = (−0.20, 1.00, 0.10),
p4 = (500, 0, 100), rp4 = (−0.30, 1.30, 0.05). (4)
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(a) General scope
(b) Point 2 (c) Point 3
(d) Point 1 (e) Point 4
Figure 12 – WAMTM repeatability graphical results. Thanks
to the network interface, repeatability tests were made in real-
time instead of logging. Indeed, the WAMTM shows a satisfac-
tory precision but moderate accuracy due to the backdrivability
drawbacks.
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Table 5 – Statistics of the repeatability tests
pi [mm] pi [mm] µerror [mm] σerror [mm]
Point 1 (500, 150, 0) (497.69, 143.65, 12.44) 14.1605 0.5899
Point 2 (600, 150, 100) (598.30, 150.98, 99.54) 2.1184 0.0885
Point 3 (600, 0, 200) (599.90, 3.60, 194.57) 6.5304 0.3387
Point 4 (500, 0, 100) (504.94, -1.30, 101.98) 5.5140 0.0672
Average 7.0808 0.2710
Joint Synchronization We also studied the joint movement synchronization to test
the reliability of the inverse kinematics algorithms and the planner’s linearity. As it can
be seen in Figure 13, the trajectory is slightly corrupted when reaching the outer end,
and the regression line is shifted to what it should be. This is caused by the proximity of
one of the joints to its limit, which affects the linear trajectory calculated by the current
IK libraries. A solution would be another planner into the IK calculation and change
the IK algorithms. The planner could take into account each joint force and position so
uncomfortable positions could be avoided. Additionally, this improvement would prevent
excessive torque forces that violate WAMTM’s safety restrictions.
The tests are used to check the functionality and capacities of the WAMTM arm taking
advantage of the developed interfaces. The previous test demonstrates that arm mon-
itoring is possible, so simulation frameworks can be introduced alternatively to the IK
libraries present.
Precision and accuracy are very important towards the success of the grasping algorithms.
The present error had to be taken into account when implementing grasping (Section 6).
The obtained results allow the robot to perform the tasks of demonstration application
successfully (Section 7).
4.5 Conclusions
In summary, the development of a network interface was valuable to remotely control
the WAMTM arm and BarrettHandTM. The addition of asynchronous events to MIT’s
network interface draft prevented polling the trajectory completion and simplified the
execution of a sequence of movements. Moreover, thanks to the introduction of a network
interface, the WAMTM arm and BarrettHandTM can be controlled and monitored through
Matlab, which helped in the development of two computer vision and path planning
papers [54, 15].
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(a) XZ projection of the trajectory’s regression
line
(b) Y Z projection of the trajectory’s regression
line
(c) 3D trajectory and the regression line
Figure 13 – The conducted spatial trajectory between two
points leads to linear trajectories thanks to inverse kinematics
(IK) joint synchronization. In this figure, the reach of one of
the joints’ limits show the IK trajectory perturbations, which
could be avoided with path planning and IK improvement.
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5 YARP Abstraction
5.1 Motivation
Nowadays, distributed systems drive the future of robotics; the increasing interconnec-
tivity of devices has led to the proliferation of complex structures designed for heteroge-
neous purposes and goals, a natural adaptation of the current devices to the environment.
The robotization and interconnection tendency of house devices, office gadgets, etc. is
called Ubiquitous Robotics. Component-based distributed communication frameworks like
YARP, Open Robot Control Software (Orocos) or Player, among many others, are con-
sequences of this evolution.
5.2 Background
Recent robotic projects have developed artificial intelligence and robotic frameworks
which, as the YARP slogan states, provide long-lived and lasting genes that simplify
some time-consuming design aspects. This standardization allows resources to be focused
on higher-level issues that contribute to robot community development. Such a commu-
nity grows from every robotic project that uses any of the robotic frameworks that exist
nowadays; Player, YARP, Robot Operating System (ROS), Orocos/Orca, Carnegie Mel-
lon Robot Navigation Toolkit (CARMEN), Mission Oriented Operating Suite (MOOS)
or Microsoft Robotics Studio, to name a few.
Frameworks like ROS use peer-to-peer structures with flexible message transmission. Un-
fortunately, ROS is not focused on real-time applications [8]. YARP has high abstraction
and decoupling between layers of both hardware and communications, which are discussed
in section 5.3.1.
Another good platform is Orocos, which focuses on real-time applications but less on
vision. Despite the fact that Orocos is more powerful than YARP, it is still a young project
not focused on community development. Also, born from the early stages of Orocos, there
is Orca, which is highly component-based but, unfortunately, not communication focused.
Other robot frameworks include Player or Robot Navigation Toolkit CARMEN: the first
focuses on non-articulated and non-distributed robots, providing access to a broad set
of devices but lacking inter-process communication. The toolkit CARMEN focuses on
mobile robotics; it provides a set of functions for navigation maps and excellent sensor
support. It is very appropriate for robots mounted on Segways or autonomous motion.
Concerning copyrighted and proprietary solutions like Microsoft Robotics Studio, they
do not support real-time application due to long duty cycles. Moreover, according to
[44, 28], open-source software tends to have greater success and efficiency in unspecific
and multi-purpose software requirements due to its expandability and flexibility, which
also leads towards long lasting software.
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5.3 Procedures
5.3.1 Communication Protocol & Network Structure
To fulfil this project’s requirements, the Yet Another Robot Protocol (YARP) protocol
has been chosen over other network protocols. Its flexibility in communication between
devices and processes, together with a modularity philosophy, made it the best option.
In addition, the YARP protocol had already been tested in other IRI experiences which
required networked protocols. Furthermore, YARP has a special way of handling of its
subsystems, named yarp devices, which specifies a communication protocol between YARP
devices and clients which is also independent of the underlying layers of communication.
Therefore, despite the apparent contradiction, the adoption of the YARP device class
structure over the driver class provides integrated communication but remains decoupled
from it.
Figure 14 – iCub humanoid robot [17]
The YARP framework [14] is currently being developed on behalf of the RobotCub project.
The project is funded by the European Commission through Unit E5 “Cognitive Systems,
Interaction & Robotics”, and it studies cognition through the humanoid robot iCub [17]
(Figure 14). Its aim is to provide a modular and component-oriented adaptable framework
for robot programming via the YARP network. This platform can also grow thanks to
user contributions as it is open source, which allows robot software developers to start on
a solid framework rather than building one from scratch. Although it is YARP developers’
intention to be as general and decoupled as possible, adjustments must be made when
seeking specific behaviours that have not been implemented. These adjustments can then
be submitted to the YARP developers.
This device-wrapping philosophy is also known as component-based design. An example
of a general component-based network structure and communication flow is shown in
Figure 15. The YARP server node is a concurrent server which acts as a name server
and router. It handles communication between Client(s) and available devices. In this
project’s case, there are three devices, two from which, the arm and the hand, have this
structure. Concerning the camera device, wrappers already exist for image grabbers,
which would presumably integrate image handling with the YARP protocol, so they are
not covered by this project. Nevertheless, image grabbing and streaming modules are
designed to support both threaded and distributed solutions, namely solutions having a
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YARP server
Local
device
cast
Network
Wrapper
Client
YARP
device
interface
Robot driver
Robot
Figure 15 – Designed network structure based on network
wrappers. The network wrapper sets the communication pro-
tocol for the interfaces it controls, thereby implemented by the
device driver. With that structure the communication stays
decoupled from the device control and can be easily expanded,
maintained and referenced.
common base class. This decouples the application software from its underlying image
acquisition process, thus facilitating the insertion of YARP between them in the future.
The use of common, general interfaces provide a transparent access to remote devices;
while publishing raw ports on the YARP network require the back-end to know the par-
ticular high-level protocol used, taking advantage of the Network Device Wrappers any
external user familiarized with YARP devices is able to cast a WAMTM arm device and
use it as if it were local. This structure, represented in Figure 15, was chosen and imple-
mented because its robustness in distributed modular systems. Then, activities that may
require large calculating capacity, like high-level system management, image processing or
grasping algorithms, can be performed elsewhere. Moreover, its modularity facilitates the
device embedding into a more complete, complex robot, demonstrated with RobotCub’s
iCub [17].
5.3.2 Real-Time Video Streaming
The first application prototypes showed that vision streaming had to be maintained by a
different thread to have an acceptable video framerate, given that the image processing
required longer duty cycles than the framerate.
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We followed the same idea of modularity and distribution in the vision implementation;
it considers the possibility of streaming video either over the network or locally. This is
achieved by defining a single general interface for an image provider that encloses both
threaded and distributed implementations. The streaming interface provides a standard-
ized abstraction layer independent of the underlying hierarchy. The subjacent interfaces
share a set of basic functions which follow the YARP’s device directives to provide further
compatibility if applied. The Streamer thread (or process) provides real-time vision and
frame grabbing. The other threads or processes retrieve images by invoking a remote
procedure call or accessing a shared variable.
5.4 Implementation
5.4.1 Network Design
The featured communication channels from the WAMTM arm in this YARP wrapper
design are shown in Figure 11. Two command ports are used — RPC and Command ports
— which specifically serve every Client request based on a query-answer or command-
acknowledge-execution. These are the main ports and they have one dedicated socket on
the WAMTM driver. On the other hand, a state port is registered on the network, which
publishes the WAMTM position in real-time, with up to 20 milliseconds delay (A warning
is posted otherwise, see Table 6 on page 31 for performance results). Any Client(s) could
connect to the state port and monitor the arm’s position or any desired information, an
extra monitoring program demonstrates this capability by a simple 3D reconstruction of
WAMTM’s position.
In order to prevent polling when waiting for a movement completion, an asynchronous
port has been added to serve asynchronous events. The requests for such events are sent
through the Commands/RPC ports and their replies awaited on the asynchronous port. A
dedicated thread on the driver transmits the asynchronous events to the YARP network.
All ports except the asynchronous reply port have concurrent access by as many serving
threads as commands. However, the commands have a special working policy: due to
the fact that a robot may have a heavy payload in unstructured environments, the com-
mands are dropped if the transmission1 of the previous command to the CAN bus has not
been finished, in favour of more recent commands received. This policy prevents queue
overflow2.
1Note that transmission differs from execution: any command in execution can be interrupted if
another conflicting command has already been transmitted, whereas un-transmitted commands can be
dropped prior to being executed.
2It is assumed that if the order of execution of a sequence of conflicting commands was mandatory,
like, for example, in a set of movements, the client would ask for an asynchronous completion notification
prior to issuing the next command. So, in practice, the device server does not perform command queuing
or buffering.
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In addition, due to network random delay, the driver can serve a trajectory finish packet
before a previous movement command execution had been started, causing false trajectory
finish notifications. In order to solve this exceptional situation and to ensure reliable
data, this random network delay has been experimentally bounded and the offending
commands are halted for a fixed delay of around 400 ms, before awaiting notification
of trajectory completion. In addition, the random delay effect might also be reduced if
the driver kept track of requested moves, as it would be subtracting the CAN bus delay.
Alternatively, packet numbering to prevent packet scrambling would also solve this issue
with the drawback of adding extra header load to the offending commands.
Starting from a distributed design, Yet Another Robot Protocol (YARP) provides valu-
able tools for abstract device integration, as the beginning of this section pointed out.
The object-oriented design helps developers to build a whole system by sharing a spe-
cific protocol and implementing an interface between independent parts. Beyond that,
WAMTM arm and BarrettHandTM drivers implementing YARP devices and a YARP net-
work wrapper, provide a transparent, abstract interface for the client. At this point, any
client within the YARP network is able to instantiate an abstract arm or hand. In a
nutshell, the implementation as YARP devices contributes decisively to a scalable and
modular robot design.
5.4.2 Vision
From the two encapsulated video streaming options (threaded or distributed), currently
only the threaded approach methods are implemented; when the working thread requires
an image, the shared image is copied to its local memory. This input/output operation is
protected by a mutex (mutual exclusion) that indirectly gives priority to the processing
thread, as the streaming thread refreshes the image whenever the critical zone is free, but
never waits for its liberation. To do this, the mutex is tested by the streaming thread to
prevent blockage and consequent freezing of the real-time video.
The implementation is compatible with the YARP device wrapping structure. The dis-
tributed class can be implemented by a remote YARP frame grabber, which would provide
the images through the YARP network.
5.5 Results and Discussion
5.5.1 Overview
The chosen communication framework, YARP, demonstrated the device-application de-
coupling and the results support the use of modularity in software design. The only
drawback found is its communication using American Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII) codification rather than raw bytes, which can be highly inefficient.
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However, ASCII helps the communication layer decoupling and is understood by all com-
mon operating systems. If this is a performance concern on low bandwidth transmission
channels, the Universidad de Zaragoza has developed special containers for YARP, equiva-
lent to the current containers (called Bottles), for binary transmissions for the Ubiquitous
Networking Robotics in Urban Settings (URUS) European project [51].
On the other hand, the device wrappers and interfaces presented provide remote cast-
ing which is highly valuable for designing distributed applications, as it provides high
transparency over the communication protocol. Moreover, the wrappers prevent code du-
plication by defining good interfaces. In our case, an already present network wrapper for
the Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM was adapted and extended to cover the arm’s possibili-
ties. However, the device interfaces available did not support the appropriate methods to
exploit the BarrettHand’s functionalities; thus, a new wrapper was developed to sustain
those functions.
At present, the hand control syntax over YARP is defined by Barrett Technologies R©,
Inc. (See Table 17 in Annex B.3), which should be replaced by appropiate interfaces.
These abstraction interfaces should be carefully chosen for valuable decoupling with the
BarrettHandTM. In this way, the YARP device scheme would be maintained and hand’s
methods could be remotely called in a human-understandable way, which now is done by
a class wrapper of the client. Instead, it should be settled in the driver together with a
network wrapper and remote equivalent like the WAMTM, which follows the wrapper’s
structure shown in Figure 11.
The structure of the wrappers has proven to be very satisfactory because it supports
many different approaches to device control while it maintains a great transparency and
usability from the client’s application point of view. It is better to call the method Open
Fingers of the class Hand or interface Grasp than sending “GO” over the network. In the
present design the translation is made by a special Hand class that the client must have.
However, if these new interfaces were to be integrated within the YARP framework, a
remote pseudo-Hand class should be developed. This class would handle the connections
to the appropriate communication channels with the Hand device server, and then provide
the methods available through specialized interfaces to the remote program, as is done
with the WAMTM’s interfaces.
5.5.2 Control
One of the added functionalities of the design is the ability to monitor the arm through the
state feed port. A Matlab reconstruction of a WAMTM trajectory is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 – Matlab reconstruction of a WAMTM trajectory.
Thanks to the developed remote logging, we are able to monitor
the arm movement and reproduce is remotely. In the figure, the
orientation frame and trajectory followed by the arm during a
monitoring session is shown.
In the following table (Table 6), the monitoring client program used timestamps to mea-
sure the elapsed time between state feed updates, in order to check the WAMTM arm’s
real-time capabilities and response speed. The driver refreshes the arm’s position and
orientation every 20 ms, which is equivalent to a maximum movement distance of 1 cm if
the arm was moving at its maximum speed of 0.5 m/s.
Additionally, the design’s performance was tested during heavy payload activity in order
to assess whether multiple accesses to the arm would affect its performance.
Localhost
Rate Delay [ms]
[packets/s] Min. peak Average Max. peak
Mild exercise 49.95 4.11 20.02 33.14
Intensive activity 49.98 1.47 20.01 30.18
Distributed
Rate Delay [ms]
[packets/s] Min. peak Average Max. peak
Mild exercise 50.02 1.32 19.99 25.02
Intensive activity 50.05 2.11 19.98 29.27
Table 6 – Design performance evaluation. The delay is the
elapsed time between state feed updates.
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When working on a single computer — while still remotely accessing the WAMTM —,
the client program retrieved more than 100 position requests every 2 seconds (Figure 17),
all within a maximum delay peak of 14 ms. When intensive activity was performed in
the WAMTM, the variance of the delays increased, but the average rate was maintained
(Figure 18).
Figure 17 – Elapsed time between state updates in a local
network topology, where the arm is accessed remotelly and the
YARP clients and server run locally.
The probability density functions of each case are contrasted in Figure 19. The dis-
tributibility does not affect the WAMTM’s performance, and the position feedback still
achieves transmission below 30 ms. Thanks to YARP, distributing the processes was
straight-forward: when a subsystem opens a port in the network, the YARP server regis-
ters it automatically. This connection process is described in detail in Annex B.4.2.
5.6 Conclusions
The network wrapper structure designed for the WAMTM arm was certainly favourable
towards distributed software design. Indeed, the structure decoupled the communication
framework from the device access. Then, the YARP communication framework perfor-
mance was tested with positive results, and the communication protocol between device
and clients was successfully simplified to a local, virtual instance of each device. Thanks
to the decoupling, the communication can be expanded, modified or even replaced easily
without any repercussion to client applications nor device drivers. Given the outcome
of the proposed structure, it will be introduced to the European Strep Project URUS
software design, which is currently developed by the IRI, conjointly with many other
universities [56].
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Figure 18 – Elapsed time between state updates in a dis-
tributed network topology, where several clients access the arm
remotelly from different computers.
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Network design Payload Gaussian parameters
µ [ms] σ [ms]
Localhost
Mild exercise 20.0040 0.0321
Intensive activity 20.0019 0.0578
Distributed
Mild exercise 19.9914 0.0791
Intensive activity 19.9898 0.1692
Figure 19 – Comparison of the distribution function estima-
tion for localhost and distributed network designs under inten-
sive and mild payload. The distribution affects the variance of
the delay between status updates, although the average delay
is maintained.
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6 Client framework
6.1 Motivation
The software designed in this project provides a set of independent modules that will
help IRI’s software development, and, therefore, its research. Instead of the lower level
functions, developers have a set of simple functions to access and control each device,
without the necessity of understanding the underlying YARP communication. Moreover,
the client framework provides encapsulated image processing techniques to the user, which
can be incorporated in any other design. The aim is to facilitate the robot-learning, object
manipulation and camera integration and provide a new tool for the IRI.
Furthermore, this project has been developed in the context of PACO-PLUS [13], an
integrated project funded by the European Commission through its Cognition Unit under
the Information Society Technologies of the sixth Framework Programme (FP6). PACO-
PLUS was launched on February 1st, 2006 and will run until 2010, after which time
the software presented in this project will provide a testing framework for the cognitive
techniques and methods developed under the PACO-PLUS.
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Aim
The aim of the networked communication framework proof of concept, the Client Frame-
work, is to provide the WAMTM arm with the ability to recognise, grasp and organize
common objects in kitchen premises, such as glasses, tetra-bricks, plates or vegetables.
The work carried out by the research group Personal Robotics [3, 12] at Intel Research
Pittsburgh or the Developmental Robotics Laboratory [45] at the Iowa State University
are other examples of such purposes.
Personal Robotics used various sensors and cameras to perceive the environment and per-
form proper action on a 3D representation of the world from several different approaches.
Their published projects, whose intention is to enable the arm to perform common house-
hold activities, include caging grasps or manipulation planning on constraint manifolds
with workspace goal regions [3, 12].
This project introduces the same household capabilities, given a distributed framework
over the Ethernet network for the WAMTM arm. Moreover, the communication protocol
chosen introduces an abstraction layer that decouples the software from its communication
layer, which can be replaced by any other telecommunications subsystem without any
major repercussion on the high-level code in charge of performing those tasks.
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6.2.2 Object Recognition
In environments with highly textured objects, i. e., with potentially identifiable patterns
such as symbols or drawings, the most popular technique is exploiting the image’s Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [40, 33] features. The SIFT algorithm localizes rele-
vant points in the image and obtains a collection of feature vectors that are invariant to
translation, scale or rotation, in general, to any translated linear transformation (affine
transformation). This classification allows the SIFT algorithm to identify the object from
within a set of objects by matching the features. In practice, as long as a sample image
of the target object is available, the algorithm can recognize it even if it is rotated, tilted
or even partially occluded.
Other techniques use color segmentation to distinguish a set of objects [34]: an unreal-
istic method in human interaction but useful for specific tasks performed in structurable
environments where targets can be classified by color. Detecting color is much simpler
and faster than SIFT and, in most cases, does not require a source image or training
sequences, even though it is still affected by light variations.
Both methods (SIFT and color), require prior knowledge of the object’s properties, or
structural constraints such as size limits or colours considered. Kragic et al. [29] studied
three degrees of knowledge of target objects in household environments: complete knowl-
edge of the object, knowledge of the object type or completely unknown objects. When
any of the previous features are present or are affected by poor light, detecting objects in
monocular vision becomes extremely difficult; the system can only rely on optical flow,
which disallows moving towards the object directly. At the moment, as a result of the
highly contrasted background, the great variation of textures and object knowledge, to
fulfil a set of tasks on household premises requires a complex set of cameras and sensors,
including one placed in the hand (also known as eye-in-hand) for the final grasping phase.
Object recognition is one of the major branches in robotics development, and it is mainly
focused on either obtaining the object properties to perform a secure grasp and manipu-
lation of target objects, or understanding the surrounding environment. The next section
discusses the most common approaches to object grasping given the recognized features
of the image.
6.2.3 Grasping
Grasping in structured environments has received much attention that has led to very
accurate and precise simulation software, such as Open Robotics and Animation Virtual
Environment (OpenRAVE), which can calculate force-closure grasps upon object detec-
tion [11] in real time. The main drawback of these approaches is that a model of the
object is required. At present, self-learning and unknown-object modelling is being stud-
ied to provide the ability to grasp unknown objects or learn how to grasp them from
experience [15].
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The most popular approaches to grasping techniques are force-closure and form-closure
algorithms. The first relies on friction coefficients of surfaces and applies enough normal
force to prevent the target object from slipping when grasped. The second approach
only takes into account the shape of the object to obtain the appropriate grasp and,
consequently, requires more contact points in order to secure the target [7]. Both algo-
rithms simulate, evaluate and plan the grasp, and many solutions are proposed for every
step [18, 19, 39, 36, 31].
On the other hand, going further on pre-grasping, Mayton et al. [37, 58] have succeeded in
perceiving the hand’s environment by detecting the electromagnetic perturbation caused
by the object, which allows the hand to sense the target object before touching it. These
studies are still affected by ground coupling or intrusive objects but they open an interest-
ing field of research which could improve the grasp by performing a 3D model estimation.
There are also other hands that explore pre-sensing fields (named tactile hands), whose
aim is to mimic human hands in one way or another. One example reported by Ymakawa
et al. [59] uses a three-layered sensor to measure the pressure applied and allows a hand
to tie knots in less than 40 ms. Also, Tada et al. [49] created a flexible, stretchable film
with embedded tactile sensors that registers static electricity variations. Apart from these
examples, many other research groups are developing new ways to sense target objects and
to extract the most complete and relevant information so they can be grasped. Moreover,
many learning algorithms — like Object-Action Complexes (OAC) [50], Q-learning [55],
recurrent neural networks or policy gradients, to name a few — can be placed on higher
level layers to improve object grasping, which is nowadays a very active field. To quote
Dr. Alejandro Agostini, artificial intelligence expert, “if it can be programmed, it can be
learned”.
6.3 Procedures
6.3.1 Calibration
Supplying reliable robot perceptions is the first necessary step to autonomous robots,
that is, directing the arm to a target point obtained by image processing algorithms on
the images provided by the camera. This purpose is achieved by the called hand-eye
calibration process.
Specifically, the robot needs the transformation matrices between the camera coordinates
and the arm coordinates, as well as the camera’s intrinsic matrix required for the trans-
formation from image pixels to camera coordinates (Figure 20). Given that the relative
position between the camera and the base of the arm is fixed, the calibration remains
reliable as long as relative positions, orientations and intrinsic mechanics, stay the same.
Figures 20 and 21 shows the involvement of such matrices in the arm’s operations. Every
pixel on the image corresponds to a real-world point in 3D space (p′) from a perspective
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transformation (defined by H intrinsic and a scaling factor s). That is, the projection (m
′)
of 3D points onto the image plane is given by
s ·m′ = H intrinsic · p′. (5)
The calibration algorithm can estimate the focal length of the camera and its intrin-
sic parameters through trigonometry using chessboard patterns with known fixed-width
squares. The resultant matrix (7) then lets us calculate the real-world position of the
pattern respect to the camera coordinate frame with
ppx = H intrinsic · pcamera. (6)
Where pcamera =
 XcamYcam
Zcam
 stands for the 3D point in camera coordinates and
ppx = s
 xpxypx
1
 is the projected point on the image in pixels scaled by a factor of s and,
finally, the intrinsic matrix of the camera
H intrinsic =
 fxpx 0 cx0 fypx cy
0 0 1
 , (7)
where cx and cy are the coordinates of the center of the image and fxpx , fypx the focal
length in each dimension.
However, rather than knowing the projection given a point in the 3D world, the robot
seeks a 3D point matrix from its projection. Hence,
pcamera = H
−1
intrinsic · ppx (8)
pcamera =
 1/fxpx 0 −cx/fxpx0 1/fypx −cy/fypx
0 0 1
 · s
 xpxypx
1
 (9)
At this point, there is only the transformation from camera to world coordinates missing
(Hcam2world). This transformation is obtained by minimization algorithms given a set of
correspondences. Once the calibration process has obtained the camera to world trans-
formation, the loop will be closed and the hand-eye calibration completed (Figure 20).
In practice, the calibration process required to obtain the above matrices consists of three
general steps:
1. Take a set of images of the chessboard pattern from different positions of the arm
and store them. Keep in mind that using as many degrees of freedom as possible in
the zone of interest will improve the accuracy of the transformation matrix.
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Figure 20 – Object’s hand-eye transformation. With the cam-
era intrinsic parameters we obtain the object pose in camera
coordinates. The inverse kinematics allow the arm to move in
Cartesian coordinates from the world’s coordinate frame. In
order to grasp the object, we must know the transformation
between both coordinate frames.
2. Calculate, from these images, the intrinsic camera matrix and the position and
rotation of the chessboard patterns (also known as pose) in camera coordinates,
expressed as
Ocam =

r11 r21 r31 dx
r12 r22 r32 dy
r13 r23 r33 dz
0 0 0 1
 , (10)
where rij are de components of the rotation matrix and dx, dy, dz are the components
of the translation vector.
Almost every image processing library has such capabilities, as the intrinsic and
distortion parameters are required for any placement in space of image objects. On
the other hand, with the extrinsic parameters the position of this features can be
calculated from a global coordinate frame. Setting a common coordinate frame is a
must in robotics, as well as to achieve the coordination of multiple cameras, like in
stereoscopic vision systems.
3. To compute the transformation matrix that links camera’s and arm’s coordinate
frame.
Many intrinsic-extrinsic parameters estimators are currently available (Navy, dual-
quaternion). With intrinsic parameters the algorithm estimates the image-to-camera
coordinate frame transformation matrices and, with the extrinsic, the transforma-
tion matrix from camera-to-arm.
Nevertheless, the pattern can be fixed anywhere on the arm’s furthest extremity, and
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therefore another transformation is required if the pattern has not the same orientation
and is not exactly placed on the hand’s very end (the end effector). Without applying
this transformation, the variation between the pattern and the end effector point would
be absorbed by the camera-to-world transformation matrix, and orientation recognized
by the camera would be slightly backwards from the real tool point. More critically,
if the pattern were to be on the side of the marker, all positions would be twisted 90o
along the Z axis. This last matrix, Hgrid2hand, reverts this effect and is provided by the
minimization algorithms in the last phase of the calibration, together with the appropriate
camera-to-world transformation matrix.
At this point, all the needed transformations have been estimated. The camera’s trans-
formation will describe the pattern’s pose in camera coordinates. Hgrid2hand is the trans-
formation matrix that describes the grid as seen by the hand; therefore, the inverse of
this homogeneous matrix is the transformation from the hand to the grid (11).
Hhand2grid = H
−1
grid2hand (11)
Furthermore, with Hgrid2cam matrix and Hcam2world the hand’s position and orientation
will finally be described in world coordinates. The transformation path followed will be
from hand to grid, from grid to camera and from camera to world.
Figure 21 – Calibration matrices. During the calibration, the
matrix that links the grid position relative to the hand’s has to
be estimated. The hand-eye algorithm obtains the hand’s pose
in every picture in camera coordinates. Matching the poses to
the inverse kinematics poses determines the camera to world
transformation.
Phand2world = Hcam2world · Pgrid2cam ·H−1grid2hand (12)
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whereHcam2world andHgrid2hand are, respectively, the transformation matrix from cam-
era coordinates to world coordinates and pattern to hand’s very end.
6.3.2 Object Recognition and Pose Estimation
The object recognition algorithms apply a set of filters to extract the information from
the images provided. In this project, two object features are chosen: shape and texture.
Within shape features, The object detection algorithms use the Hough transform and
polygon approximation in conjunction with edge detection, and, for texture, SIFT feature
matching.
When object retrieval is complete, a set of objects with specific characteristics of shape
and texture are created. The object classification is shown in Figure 22.
class Shape
class Cylinder class Polygon
class Rectangle class Triangle
Figure 22 – Object classification structure. The Shape class
contains the position and orientation and other common ob-
ject characteristics. Then, the derived classes complement the
base-class parameters with specific characteristics. This derived
hierarchy can easily be expanded with further shapes.
This approach is database-based, and the shapes tree presented can be easily expanded
by deriving from the appropriate classes and defining shape-specific characteristics within
the derived classes.
The Hough Transform The Hough transform parametrizes an image with circular
coordinates, concentrating the energy of the image from lines and circular shapes. Circles
and lines will lead to points and lines — Figure 23(c) — which are then thresholded and
characterized. This transform can calculate the position and radius of the circular objects
in the analysed image.
The Open Computer Vision (OpenCV) libraries execute a modification of the method
presented called the Hough gradient method, which relies on the 2D derivatives of a Sobel
filter applied to the edged image (Figure 23(b). The derivatives point to circle center
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(a) Original Image (b) Edged image strengths
from Sobel filter
(c) Energy concentration to the center of
the circles
Figure 23 – Hough transformation example [42]. The cir-
cles without the radius value under test do not concentrate the
energy to a single point (23(c)). Therefore, the radius and po-
sition of every circle in the image can be extracted from the
source image.
candidates that are later selected by threshold. Finally, the selected edges are opposed
to the center candidates to evaluate whether they are circumvented by a circle. Starting
from the smallest distances to the biggest radius, the candidate most supported by the
edge pixels is chosen.
Concentric circles or contained circles are drawbacks of this method: either they are not
detected or their selection is in favour of bigger circles [5]. Ultimately, objects in study
will be forbidden a priori from being arranged concentrically, like placing a glass onto a
plate, as other algorithms should be considered in such cases.
Polygonal Approximation In contrast to circles, polygons do have an orientation in
space, which is relevant for the grasping algorithms. The appropriate grasp for triangles
or squares requires a particular orientation: the best grasp would seek the object planes
and place the fingers on them.
To this end, the algorithm must perform a pose estimation of the object. Again, it assumes
that the top face of the object completely describes the object shape, thus that there is no
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convexity or dramatic variations of the object shape over the vertical axis. Nevertheless,
the depth of the object is fixed or intrinsically associated with it by definition.
The polygonal approximation consists in detecting the objects’ edges and then applying
a contour algorithm to obtain simple shapes, which would have as many sides as the
program has considered in the database. At present, only simple objects and primitives
are present, but the hierarchy can easily be expanded by specifying how such objects are
to be grasped.
When the shape contour is detected, if the object is graspable —hence the area can be
comfortably held between hand’s fingers— the middle of the longest side is chosen as
holding point for the fixed finger. The other two fingers’ spread will fit either the triangle
or rectangle positions as shown in Figure 24. It is essential that the force should be applied
to the object’s center of mass, which for homogeneous objects matches the centroid of the
object; otherwise the object could slip.
Figure 24 – Desired grasping points ( ) and centroid ( ) for
polygons. In uniform, rigid polygons, the best grasp ought to
enclose the object center of mass, which is equivalent to the
centroid of the object.
Unlike the human hand, the BarrettHandTM does not sense the objects it grasps. It
can neither feel its weight, nor whether it is slipping, and it cannot adjust the torque
accordingly. The on-going research on pre-touch sensing, introduced in section 6.2, could
also be adopted in the future to improve grasping. Meanwhile, in this project, placing
rubber covers on the BarrettHandTM’s fingertips increased the friction coefficient of the
fingers (Figure 25).
Figure 25 – Covers increasing friction coefficient of the fin-
gers. Additionally, the rubber provides a deformable surface
that adapts to the object’s shape, improving its grasp.
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Our goal when grasping a polygon will be to find the grasping point for the fixed finger,
as the other two can spread around the palm and adapt to the shape. When a polygonal
object is detected, the grasping algorithms need to know its position and orientation in
order to be able to grab it with the desired grasp. The position is defined as the center
of the smallest bounding box possible (Figure 26), while obtaining its orientation is more
complex and described below (Figure 27).
Figure 26 – Bounding Box versus Minimum Bounding Box.
The Minimum Bounding Box is more difficult to calculate, but
provides a better estimation of the objects centroid.
Once the most appropriate side for the fixed finger is chosen, the rotation angle is calcu-
lated taking the camera’s axis as reference. Therefore, an object aligned to its axis would
yield a rotation matrix such as RZ = I, where I is the identity matrix. In Figure 27,
the rotation angle about the selected side ( ) is denoted as θ and the reference triangle is
dashed, and the red dot ( ) shows the target grasping point for the fixed finger.
x
y
z
θ
t
Reference shape (RZ = I)
Rotated shape θ radians
over the Z axis
Figure 27 – Rotation angle convention from the reference ob-
ject to the rotated one. The definition of vector t sets the
orientation of the object and determines uniquely the rotation
angle from the frame of reference.
From Figure 27, choosing t as the vector from the selected side to one of its vertices, θ
can be calculated with the contour of the shape from
t · ıˆ = tx =‖ t ‖ · ‖ ıˆ ‖ · cos θ =‖ t ‖ · cos θ (13)
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which leads to
cos θ =
tx
‖ t ‖ . (14)
Equivalently,
sin θ =
ty
‖ t ‖ . (15)
Then, taking into account the quadrant of the angle with the signs of the cosine and sine
(14,15)—note that 4 different orientations lead to the same angle if θ ∈ [0, pi
2
)— the value
of θ is determined uniquely. However, given that the algorithm only needs the cosine and
sine of the angle in order to obtain its orientation, it does not explicitly define its value.
Once the rotation about the Z axis is obtained, let the rotation matrix be expressed as
Robj = RXRYRZ (16)
written with pre-multiplication and XYZ conventions (Annex A). Each rotation is defined
as
RX(θ) =
 1 0 00 cos θ − sin θ
0 sin θ cos θ
 , (17)
RY (θ) =
 cos θ 0 sin θ0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ
 , (18)
RZ(θ) =
 cos θ − sin θ 0sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
 (19)
Given that the algorithm will only consider rotations about the Z axis, RX = RY = I,
and RZ will be given by (19). Therefore the rotation matrix of the object will obey
Robj = RZ .
However, Robj is given in camera coordinates, yet the robot needs its expression in arm
coordinates. By multiplying the transformation matrices obtained from the calibration
(12), we can obtain the desired matrix (20).
Oobj2world = Hcam2world ·

cos θ − sin θ 0 px
sin θ cos θ 0 py
0 0 1 pz
0 0 0 1
 = (20)
= Hcam2world ·

tx
‖t‖
−ty
‖t‖ 0 px
ty
‖t‖
tx
‖t‖ 0 py
0 0 1 pz
0 0 0 1
 (21)
where the vector p is the position in camera coordinates of the object in 3D space, as
illustrated in Figure 26.
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Polygon Sorting Criteria The algorithm considers the number of segments, the area
and the perimeter to remove artefacts from the picture. Then, given a known range of
distance z and the intrinsic parameter matrix,
z · (objwidthpx)/Hintrinsic11 = objwidthmm (22)
z · (objheightpx)/Hintrinsic22 = objheightmm (23)
In this project’s camera, the average distance is z = 911 mm. Inverting the equations to
obtain an object area at that distance leads to
objwidthpx = objwidthmm ·Hintrinsic11/z (24)
objheightpx = objheightmm ·Hinstrinsic22/z (25)
Note that (22) and (23) determine the distance of a known object, and, therefore, its
position at any height. The next algorithm presents a way of sorting known objects from
images, and therefore (22) and (23) apply.
The SIFT Algorithm The SIFT algorithms classify each object by scale-invariant
features, which are then searched for on target images [35]. Given an example of the
target image, the SIFT features are extracted and classified. These features are vectorized
and, therefore, they can be recognized even if they are scaled or rotated or, in general,
undergo any affine transformation.
(a) Target object’s image SIFT
features
(b) General image SIFT fea-
tures
Figure 28 – SIFT features extraction example [20]. Features’
vector are drawn in pink arrows.
In the figure above, the scale-invariant features of each image are extracted (Figure 28(a))
and confronted to a sample image (Figure 28(b)). To optimize the algorithm, the sec-
ond’s image features (Figure 28(b))are organized in a k-dimensional tree by using a Best-
Bin-First (BBF) probabilistic approach. The keypoint tree is organized by taking the
Euclidean distance for the invariant descriptor vector — also shown in Figure 28 — of
each feature. The hierarchization allows the irrelevant branches to be discarded soon
enough [35].
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(a) Identified target SIFT fea-
tures
(b) Reconstruction by homog-
raphy
Figure 29 – SIFT feature match example [20]. The target
objects’ stored SIFT features are oposed to the image under
test. They are recognized even if they are occluded by other
objects, rotated or translated, given that the features are scale-
invariant.
After the features have been recognized, the homography from the source image to the
tested image is found with a Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm from the
features, identifying the inlier and outlier matched features from the affine transformation
minimization algorithm. The resultant homography is an affine transform of the source
image, which allows us to extract the target object from the original source image by
scaling, stretching, translating and rotating the source image. One interesting consequence
is that this process reconstructs the target object found, which may be partially occluded.
The transformation obeys the relation
pt = H · ps =
 √s · cos θ −√s · sin θ px√s · sin θ √s · cos θ py
0 0 1
 ·
 xpxypx
1
 (26)
where pt denotes the target image pixel and ps the source pixel and H the homography
transformation, which includes rotation, translation and escalation. Note that the ho-
mography matrix tells us the rotation and translation of the object relative to the source
image.
The SIFT algorithm works very well on objects with many scale invariant features, but it
would fail for non-textured objects. Fortunately, high-contrasted untextured objects are
quite well detected by the other two transformations (discussed in section 6.3.2).
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6.3.3 Grasping
Finally, once the object has been located, the client program must instruct the hand to
grasp it. As shown on page 43 of section 6.3.2, the grasping algorithms implemented in
this project allows the hand to grab specific objects in any direction. The aim of the
algorithm is to provide a pool of fixed grasps from which, given certain constraints, the
most appropiate will be chosen. Following the smart objects [26, 27] ideas, every classified
object stores different available grasping scripts. This approach is database focused, and
is similar to human perception, as, given a door knob for example, manipulation semantic
features — rotating the knob — are unconsciously assigned through a lifetime experience.
A complementary method also used by humans consists in visually controlling our move-
ments. In robotics, this is called visual servoing and it has been studied extensively [24,
23, 16, 30]. Visual servoing becomes particularly difficult when the grasping manipulator
occludes the object. One solution called eye-in-hand consists in placing the camera in the
end-effector [32, 25]. Without visual servoing, grasping algorithms are usually classified
as force-closure or form-closure depending on the approach they rely on.
The many solutions available for grasping require intensive study, which will be left to
future work. They fall outside the current project, in which movements are pre-calculated
beforehand and are not yet supervised by vision. Nevertheless, such capabilities could
easily be introduced to the client framework provided, due to its modular design.
Figure 30 – BarrettHandTM’s frame orientation (Defined with
the subscript tool)
Back to grasping the target object, a set of pre-defined grasps have been defined. The
robot can calculate the orientation of the object in arm’s coordinates. The final step is
placing the hand opposite to the object in the appropriate orientation. The unrotated
orientation axis of the WAMTM and BarrettHand are shown in Figure 30; when the hand
grasps from above —which is the most useful orientation for monocular robots—, the
rotated axes are represented in Figure 31. Let the object frame be defined with the Y
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axis parallel to the longest side and X perpendicular to it, with the Z pointing up (this
definition must be taken into account in the vision algorithms described in previous sec-
tions). Then, the X axis must match the Y axis of the hand and viceversa: consequently,
Z matches −Z.
The intended axis alignment is shown in Figure 31 below (frame with subindex b represents
the BarrettHandTM’s frame, and that with subindex o represents the object’s frame):
Xb
Zb
Yb
Yo
Zo
Xo
Figure 31 – Orientation of the BarrettHandTMpre-grasp.
Once the orientation of the object is known, the grasping algo-
rithm must place the BarrettHandTM’s fingers opposed to the
object.
Hence, another rotation must be applied in order to align the corresponding axes. The
rotation can be calculated with the equations (17), (18) and (19). For the transformation
of Figure 31, the grasping rotation to apply is
Rg =
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 −1
 (27)
Triangles Triangles are best grasped by spreading the fingers. The aim is to match
the fingers’ spread angle with the sides of the triangle. Given that the spread of the free
fingers is bounded, the hand performs the best solution for isosceles triangles. If we know
the number of encoder counts (#counts) and the arc of the spread (β) the robot can relate
the encoder count and the arc angle, as follows:
[rad/count] =
β
#counts
. (28)
Experimental results have given an average of 0.0017 rad/count.
Inverting this relationship also allows the algorithm to set any spread angle for any other
pre-grasping. That is 588.235 counts/rad or 20.5 counts/degree. In future, in order to get
to a specific finger position in the Cartesian domain, inverse kinematics could be applied
through Denavit-Hartenberg parameters instead of using this approximation. This would
certainly improve fingers’ grasp and grasping algorithms [9]. For this proof of concept,
the approximation proved to be satisfactory.
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6.4 Implementation
6.4.1 Hand-eye Calibration Process
Two approaches were followed to estimate the calibration matrices discussed in section
6.3.1. The first used the suite packaged by Engin Tola from E´cole Polytechnique Federale
de Lausanne (EPFL) [52], which did not meet this project’s expectations. The other used
Deutsches Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) software based on Interactive Data
Language (IDL) developed by International Telephone & Telegraph Vision Information
Solutions (ITT VIS).
Engin Tola’s Calibration Suite The hand-eye calibration algorithm is based on the
Zhang’s algorithm [60] and uses the OpenCV’s chessboard functions to estimate the posi-
tion vector and rotation matrix of the patterns in 3D camera coordinates for each image.
Given that the size of each pattern square is known, the intrinsic matrix of the camera can
be computed together with the distortion coefficients. Finally, the hand-eye calibration
from Engin Tola’s Matlab suite obtains the transformation matrices between camera and
world3 and pattern to hand using either Tsai, Inria, Navy or Dual quaternion algorithms
given each pose. The coordinates described from the arm and those described from the
camera are linked with an estimation of its transformation matrix.
However, the hand-eye algorithms were strongly affected by errors in the images and could
not provide less than ten centimetres of average backprojection error, which caused the
failure of the transformation matrix calculus. The OpenCV libraries misclassified corner
ordering, causing rotation errors, although the pose estimation and pattern recognition
were correct in most attempts. Also, by reducing the camera’s distance to the region
of interest, the calibration process obtained a better corner extraction and increased
the object resolution . Moreover, the camera’s axis and robot frame axis were aligned in
order to facilitate the computation of the hand-eye algorithms and the results verification.
Finally, the IDL-based DLR image processing software [47] was proposed as an alternative
to the Engin Tola suite.
Deutsches Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt Calibration Software Two appli-
cations are provided by DLR laboratories [47]. The first, CalDe, estimates the camera’s
intrinsic parameters and frame coordinates of each chessboard pose in camera coordi-
nates (commonly known as corner extraction). Later, the information gathered by CalDe
is processed by CalLab, which estimates the transformation matrices of the hand-eye [46].
The CalLab hand-eye calibration is divided into three stages:
3 In the calibration process, the robot frame coordinates are considered the world coordinates, no
distinction is made among them.
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1. Full optimization: Intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters. Minimization of
image projection errors using Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm (LMA).
2. Transformation matrices optimization: Optimization of the transformation
matrices between Tool Center Point (TCP) to camera and world to object. Mini-
mizing world to TCP corrections using the simplex method.
3. TCP to world optimization: Optimization of the transformation matrix from
world to TCP. Minimizing image projection errors using LMA.
(a) Corner extraction of the
original Image
(b) Extracted Corners (c) Backprojection error magni-
fied 80 times
Figure 32 – CalLab corner extraction and hand-eye estimation
The results of the calibration are discussed in section 6.5.1.
Pixel-to-World Transformation Taking advantage of the camera’s intrinsic matrix
particularities (Equation 7), the transformation from pixel images to camera coordinates
is implemented in its developed form,
Xcam = Zcam · (xpx − cx)/fxpx (29)
Ycam = Zcam · (ypx − cy)/fxpx (30)
where fpx is the focal distance in pixels and c de center of the image..
A first indicator of the reliability of the intrinsic matrix is the comparison of the focal
distance estimated by the calibration algorithms and the nominal one. According to the
GrassHopper specifications the nominal focal distance is 12.5 mm (Annex C.1) and 6 mm
according to Flea specifications (Annex C.2). Given that the nominal pixel size is 3.45
µm/px and 3.75 µm/px respectively, the conversion from pixels to millimetres obeys the
relation
f eGH[mm] = f
e
GH[px]
· 3.45µm/px (31)
f eF[mm] = f
e
F[px]
· 3.75µm/px (32)
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where f e is the estimated camera intrinsic focal length for each camera and GH and F
stand for GrassHopper and Flea camera, respectively.
The experimental results with the cameras provide an average focal length of 13.19 mm
and 6.11 mm for the GrassHopper and Flea respectively. The GrassHopper distance are
offset due to the presence of both a 1 mm infrared cutoff (IRC) filter and a 0.5 mm sensor
package window [38].
However, the focus of the lens can have considerable impact on the focal distance, so
other approximate tests were developed in this project. One of them opposes a 2D rep-
resentation of a fixed width grid at a given distance to a real grid at that distance. The
software developed allows the user to adjust the focal length in both directions as well as
the distance in the Z axis.
Once the object pose in camera coordinates is obtained, the other transformations are
applied using the OpenCV array’s multiplication functions to obtain the object pose of
a seen object in arm coordinates. This final matrix is translated to a YARP movement
specifying the Euler angles and the translation vector to the YARP device remote instance.
6.4.2 Vision and Planner
In the current implementation, a different thread is spawned to provide real-time stream-
ing video feed of what the robot sees prior to its processing. The application manager
grabs the latest image and hands it to the planner module, which processes it. Using
only one camera, two options are present: either the Planner works on a fully structured
environment of perfectly known objects and estimates the distance at which the objects
are, or it fixes the object’s distance and estimates the seen objects’ dimensions.
In the second case, the methods described in 6.3.2 are applied in order of reliability;
First, the image features are confronted to SIFT feature matching, then Hough transform
circle detection and finally polygon approximation. Objects detected inside the limits of
the ones with higher priority are discarded. Otherwise, SIFT objects’ texture would be
misunderstood as other objects. All detected objects are stored in an array of objects.
The Algorithm 1 below shows the description of the object detection algorithm, sparing
the details.
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Algorithm 1 Object extraction algorithm
if SIFT object detected then
objects list ⇐ object
end if
if Circle detected then
for all existing object in objects list do
if Circle center within stored existing object then
discard circle
else
objects list ⇐ cylinder
end if
end for
end if
if Polygon detected and is valid then
for all existing object in objects list do
if bounding box center within existing object then
discard polygon
else
objects list ⇐ polygon
end if
end for
end if
Summarizing, with SIFT feature match the robot sorts the textured objects, after which,
using the Hough transform, it can easily identify circular objects and the other shapes
with a polygonal approximation of contours. Based on the recognized shape, a three-
dimensional shape guess is chosen and the grasping points are calculated to perform the
final grasp. The camera, arm and transformation matrices introduce errors that have to
be taken into consideration in the grasping algorithm, since the robot’s sensing may be
inaccurate.
6.4.3 Control
The Planner hands the resulting best grasp and set of moves to the control module,
which then executes it. In this study, only the end effector is considered, and the path
algorithms, object selections and pre-graspings are set in order to prevent collision with
the other links. This consideration simplifies the control, but in future a path planner
should be introduced to prevent collision with the other links and torque faults. The
advantages of using a path planner are reviewed in section 9.
In this simplification, the main grasping characteristics found are insertion, direction and
orientation of the hand, which performs pre-grasping based on the object shape detected
by the Planner. Finally, when the control module executes the set of moves leading to
the best grasp, as defined by the planner, the object is grasped.
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6.5 Results and Discussion
6.5.1 Calibration results
From the two calibration methods presented, the DLR method achieved an error of less
than one millimetre. In an attempt to further improve its accuracy and precision, the
intrinsic camera parameters were calculated with a bigger chessboard pattern, without the
arm interaction, using CalDe. The estimated parameters are keyed into CalLab, which
later processes another image set of matched hand-camera images, constrained by the
pre-calculated camera intrinsic parameters (IDL DLR - 2-step method).
According to the results, performing an estimation of the intrinsic camera parameters with
a bigger chessboard did not decrease the error rate considerably, so the simplest method
is the one used (IDL DLR - single). On the other hand, Engin Tola’s method produced
an unacceptable error, even when the images were sorted manually. The backprojection
errors for each method are shown in Table 7.
Table 7 – Calibration errors. The Engin Tola’s calibration
suite was more autonomous, but had bigger errors. In IDL
DR - 2-steps, we obtain the camera’s intrinsic parameters with
a bigger chessboard, the hand-eye is executed later with the
pre-calculated intrinsic parameters.
Engin Tola’s
IDL DLR -
single
IDL DLR -
2-step
Manually sort undetected images No Yes Yes Yes
Backprojection error (RMS)[mm] 116.4 94.2 7.2 6.2
For both DLR methods, the pixel error histogram of each corner from all the images is
less than 1 pixel (Figure 33), which leads to an error variance of less than 1 cm in position
and less than 1 degree for orientation. The complete results and absolute error variances
are presented in Table 8.
The backprojection error can be evaluated considering different assumptions. From the
criteria expressed in [46], Table 8(b) uses the errors calculated using two different metrics:
The first assumes no error in the robot’s base position computed points for each image,
and therefore, all the error is concentrated in the TCP. For the second, it is the other way
around. The worst case of both is already very good considering the mechanical error of
10 mm of the WAMTM arm, evaluated in section 4.
6.5.2 Module’s Results and Discussion
The main contribution of this section is the robot’s artificial intelligence within the Plan-
ner module upon object recognition, which is based on OpenCV libraries. The control
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Figure 33 – CalLab accumulated calibration pixel error plot.
As we can calculate the relative position of each corner with
sub-pixel resolution, we can contrast the extracted corners to
the expected positions. The resulting histogram lets us iden-
tify the images with the greatest pixel error. The figure shows
the accumulative pixel error density of all the selected images,
which has most corners under a half of a pixel error.
Table 8 – DLR -single calibration backprojection errors
(a) world-to-TCP Euler angle absolute error variance
Euler angles variance
[degrees]
Position variance
[mm]
yaw pitch roll dx dy dz
1.443 0.239 1.282 3.913 3.344 3.453
(b) world-to-TCP pose absolute error variance
Orientation
error variance
Position error variance
[degrees] From base [mm] From TCP[mm]
0.691 6.198 5.087
module relies on the network interface and performance of the YARP device wrapper,
and is evaluated in sections 4 and 5 respectively.
Concerning the vision module discussion, the OpenCV v1.0 libraries do not use the IRI’s
driver for FireWire 1394b. This leads to a frame-rate of 1.875 for 1280x960 pixels RGB
images with a color depth of 24 bits, instead of the maximum supported frame-rate for the
same images of 7.5 frames per second. Since this project’s applications are not visually
servoed, the image resolution is more important than its grabbing frame-rate. Therefore,
the higher resolution supported is chosen in spite of the lower frame-rate. Nonetheless, if
the frame-rate were to be important in future applications, the image could be grabbed
by either IRI’s utilities or newer OpenCV releases supporting FireWire 139b standard.
On the other hand, given that the IRI is looking towards mobile robotics, the image could
be distributively grabbed in the future. In that design, a light-weight process could stream
the video over the YARP network. In this case, Ethernet would be a more strict bottleneck
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than FireWire, unless images are pre-processed and smaller Region of Interest (ROI) are
transmitted, the YARP image container is changed to EBottles [51] and/or the underlying
communication standard is changed to higher bitrate transmission protocols.
Once the image has been successfully grabbed, it is processed by the Planner module to
detect and identify objects. The previous sections have presented three image-processing
algorithms involved in object detection; the parameters of each can be optimized using
Receiving Operation Characteristic (ROC) plots (Figure 34). The ROC plots confront
the ratio Correct objects detected/Ground Truth with the False detections/detections for
different value of the parameter tested; the appropriate parameter value depends on the
requirements of the application, given that an application may be more successful in
handling false detections than missing objects. When the best trade-off is required, the
point where the curve slope equals 1 delimits the point where the algorithm generates
more false detections than correct ones.
False Detections
Detections
Correct Detections
Ground Truth
0 1
2
1
0
1
2
1
f(x)
f ′(x) = 1
Optimal Point
EERP
Figure 34 – ROC example. The optimal point delimits the
parameter under evaluation value that obtains the best ratio
and EERP stands for Equal Error Rate Point, which is the
parameter under evaluation value such as
Correct Detections
Ground Truth =
False Detections
Detections .
In order to facilitate these optimizations, the Planner module supports reading the data
associated to images from an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) file to perform the
curve plotting automatically. XML language is supported by most databases and currently
used for the SIFT object image database. However, to elaborate the Ground Truth,
hundreds of images have to be manually tagged and classified to confront what the image
processing algorithms are detecting to the object that is really present, which is not
covered by the scope of this project, thereby, the parameters were adjusted experimentally.
Despite the manual optimization of the parameters, SIFT and Hough transform algo-
rithms worked well, detecting the object correctly in 80% of the cases (Table 9). However,
the polygonal approximation is easily misled by small glitches and noise. The polygonal
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approximation is the one that involves most user-defined parameters (object area, number
of sides, perimeter...), which implies that there is room for of improvement. This improve-
ment can be easily evaluated by the test functions provided by the Planner module given
a set of images.
Figure 35 – A subset of the planner evaluation images and
the correspondent detected objects
6.6 Conclusions
In a nutshell, the control, planner, vision module and their utilities constitute the called
Client Framework. The performance of each module allowed the development of the appli-
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detections
false correct ground correct detections
ground truthdetections detections truth
SIFT 32 1 31 35 91.43%
Circles 152 6 146 170 89.41%
Polygons 36 0 36 66 54.55%
All algorithms 34 15 34 43 78.46%
Table 9 – Planner image processing algorithms performance
upon object detection over 100 images.
cations presented in the last section. The design of the client framework has maintained
the modularity philosophy of the first objectives, as its intention was not provide a final
solution given the depth of the research in robotic manipulation and vision. The proposed
module interfaces enable the replacement of the implemented algorithms, which is the aim
of the client framework.
Indeed, the Client Framework is a feature of the design; inexperienced users and re-
searchers can easily embed their intelligence and vision algorithms within the design by
implementing the appropriate interfaces. In fact, every module is compiled and under-
stood separately, which helps locating errors and mistakes and makes the code easy to
maintain. Creating Graphical User Interface (GUI), for example, in such structures is
straight-forward.
This framework should encourage IRI’s researchers to use the WAMTM arm in the new
fields of research. Robot learning theories, manipulation algorithms and simulations can
easily be appended to the current design as a proof of concept or self-evaluation.
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7 Application Demo
7.1 Motivation
An application demo is implemented in order to demonstrate the capabilities of the sys-
tem designed in the previous sections. This section introduces the draft of a household
assistant that can arrange the objects on a table, as well as classify them. The motivation
behind this choice starts with the decrease in the birth rate in the developed countries,
which has inverted the population pyramid, thus increasing the need for more assistants
to help the increasingly elder population. While Europeans rely on immigration to fulfil
this need, Asians are reluctant to do so, which triggered the development of robotic com-
panions. The application presented, while its main aim is to test the capabilities of both
client and network framework, may show what may be possible with further research and
development.
This section introduces the application-specific methods that complement the modules
described in the previous sections, so the robot is capable of arranging objects from a table.
The first thing to take into account is the need to avoid the surrounding objects, which
is explained in the first part; Next, the following sections introduce the general structure
design and describes the implementation of a specific application using the modules from
section 6. Finally, the object selection criteria and operations are presented.
7.2 Procedures
7.2.1 Path Planning
First, before specifying a successful grasp of an object, its environmental constraints must
be taken into account. Surrounding objects and the target’s shape may refrain the most
comfortable entry point4 [3, 4, 12]. Due to the arm’s mechanical design, grasping the ob-
jects from the right-hand side has been chosen as the most comfortable and manoeuvrable
grasp. However, given the constraints, other grasp entry approaches may be necessary.
The evaluation of these constrains establishes the most appropriate path in order to reach
the final grasping point. Note that reaching a certain position for grasping is a different
problem from that of achieving the grasping itself, which is far more complex. However,
obtaining a good and comfortable position will undoubtedly contribute to the success of
the grasping algorithm.
In this projects’ implementation, given that a full path planification falls outside its proof-
of-concept, only the end-effector is considered. This simplification revealed the relevance
4Comfortable is understood as the position that requires least motor torque and, therefore, least power
consumption while providing the most stable and successful pre-grasp
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of the planner, as movement constraints required an extra effort from the final links (the
wrist motors). This effect is critical when the effort surpasses torque safety limits, which
causes the arm to stop operation immediately. Path planning would take into account
the joints’ limits and surrounding objects, among other characteristics, and would avoid
prohibited positions. Some of the recent algorithms (Bi-directional Rapidly-exploring
Random Trees (BiRRT), BiSpace, Exploration Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (ERRT)
or Randomized A* (RA*)) are shipped in OpenRAVE simulation framework.
Payload distribution among joints when performing a move can be achieved by adding a
constraint on damped least-squares methods for inverse kinematics. Limiting the norm of
each joint’s velocity prevents path planning algorithms from performing moves that require
high velocities and avoids singular configurations [10]. This addition promotes movement
by the shoulder rather than the wrist and concentrates the effort to the stronger joints
while the final gesture adaptation is assigned to the further links.
7.2.2 Structure
The modular structure of the client software decouples the intelligence and interpretation
branch from the pure executive branches. In Figure 36, intelligence resides in the Planner
module, which is in charge of finding the objects in the last frame and calculating the
necessary movements to grab them. The intelligence provided is still simple compared to
what it could be, as discussed on section 7.3, and given the fact that no feedback infor-
mation is used. Nevertheless, such algorithms could easily replace the current intelligence
module without altering the design structure, as any given intelligence will have to inter-
act with the environment through the proposed interfaces; in this case, seeing, moving
and grasping.
Application
PlannerVision
Camera
Control
ArmHand
Image Processing
OpenCV
image image moves moves
Figure 36 – Client module hierarchy. The Planner module
contains the artificial intelligence, path planning, image pro-
cessing and decision algorithms. The Vision module provides
the images to the Planner and the Control module executes
the planned movements.
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7.3 Implementation
7.3.1 Flow
The figure below (Figure 37) shows the Client application’s flow. The videostream thread
provides real-time video streaming of what the camera is seeing. The current implemen-
tation also supports executing videostream as a different computer process (See section
5.4.2), which is useful if the application requires the video data to be streamed over the
network, on remotely controlled applications, for instance.
StartUser
Configure
modules
Open
modules1
Video
Thread
Eyes
object:
vision
Objects
detected?
Processed
Image
Calculate
moves
Grab
object
Work()
User
Close End
image
yes
show
no
break
end
Display of information
Birth of a new thread
1Modules include vision, planner and control.
Figure 37 – Client general execution flow chart. The execution
flow performs autonomously until user halts execution. Images
are grabbed from the vision thread (blank) through the vision
module. After processing, the calculated moves are executed
through the control module and the object grasp is performed.
In a general scope, the process configures and opens every module required for functioning.
These may vary, for example, in the case of camera calibration, only the vision module is
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needed, and in the hand-eye calibration described in section 6.3.1 the planner module can
be withdrawn. In the final application — whose execution flow is shown in Figure 37 — all
three modules are required; The first step involves both planner and vision, as the second
provides the images which are then scanned following the criteria explained in section
6.3.2. When one or more objects are detected, their characteristics are evaluated using
the transformation matrices obtained in the calibration and the data on the other objects
stored in the object pool. Then, the appropriate path and set of moves are computed
following the methods explained in 7.2.1, and finally, the appropriate grasp is selected.
At this point, all the information has been gathered and evaluated, resulting in a set of
instructions. The set is then sent to the control module, which performs the tasks over
the network. Upon completion, the programmed proper action is performed and the arm
control is finally released to start the process again.
The algorithm is designed to perform autonomously until the user gives the stop order,
which is served upon work completion. Emergency stops are set at both application level,
which can be abruptly stopped with a termination signal, and also at hardware level, as
the E-Stops would cut power to the WAMTM arm servomotors, which would gently fall
due to its backdriven cables (for security concerns, read section 3.1.1).
7.3.2 Demo Applications
Two tiding applications are implemented; the first classifies the target objects depending
on their shape (Figure 39) and the second organizes the objects in the table side-by-side,
arranged in a grid of object slots (Figure 38). This second application was requested by
Reinforcement Learning (RL) researchers from the IRI in order to test RL algorithms
about moving objects to specified positions of the grid.
Thus, for the first application, named tidy, there is a basket for polygonal objects, a
basket for small cylindrical objects (glasses) and a third basket for big cylindrical objects
(plates). The robot has to identify all the objects present in the scene on the fly, grab
each one of them and place it to its correct basket.
7.4 Results and Discussion
Although this project provides two frameworks for developing a future household robot,
and not the final solution, the applications demonstrate what has been achieved with the
non-optimized modules provided.
During a demonstration for the Facultat de Matema`tiques i Estad´ıstica (FME) students,
from 49 targeted objects in 25 minutes, the robot grabbed 47 of them and only dropped
2. Table 10 summarizes the statistics and Figure 39 shows the result of one of the demo
runs. On one of the latest runs, the effectiveness ratio was even better, achieving 97% of
successful grasps.
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(a) Un-ordered glasses (b) Objects ordered
Figure 38 – Result after a reordering demo run.
Table 10 – Statistics of the tidying demo run.
Targeted objects
grabbed
Effectiveness
Non-targeted
objects collisions
Time
FME demo 43/45 95.56% 1/178 25 min
Latest demo 93/96 96.88% 2/310 60 min
Grabbed objects Grasp type
Cylinders Polygons Top Inside Rate Time
FME demo 33 10 35 8 1.72 obj/min 25 min
Latest demo 67 26 80 13 1.60 obj/min 60 min
(a) Table full of objects (b) Objects tidied up
Figure 39 – Result after a tiding demo run. Every object is
placed to the defined basket.
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7.5 Conclusions
In spite that the tiding and reordering applications were just supposed to be a project’s
proof-of-concept, they happened to be particularly efficacious, achieving over a 95% of
success. Evidently, they are constrained to structured environments where objects and
background are partially controlled, but still, the implemented algorithms performed prop-
erly, even on some unstructured situations. As a result, the described applications are
currently presented to IRI’s visitors and students as an example of human interactive
robotics and the research performed at the IRI.
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8 Conclusions
The conclusions of this study can be divided into four sections: the first deals with the
design and development of the network interface for the robotic arm and hand; the second
part covers the distributed modular robot framework and the implementation of the device
network over YARP; the third part introduces the implementation of a client framework
for research; and the last part is dedicated to the specific household applications.
8.1 Network Interface
The primary goal of this project was to design and develop a networked interface for a
multipurpose robotic arm, and to implement it to a case of study with specific devices,
corresponding to the Barrett Technology R©, Inc. Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM (WAMTM)
and BarretHandTM.
The network interface and the driver over it have been successfully implemented. Con-
sequently, the WAMTM’s access and control is simplified and, thanks to the network
interface, WAMTM arm performance can be tested easily from any computer. Further-
more, the remote control adds new possibilities like the ability to remotely monitor the
arm, the addition of stereoscopic vision to perceive depth, or the introduction of learning
algorithms, to name a few.
Thanks to the network interface the WAMTM arm and BarrettHandTM can be controlled
and monitored through Matlab, which helped in the development of two computer vision
and path planning papers [54, 15].
8.2 YARP Devices
Once the drivers were implemented, vision and artificial intelligence set the foundations of
a complete, distributed robot. The component design followed in this project distinguishes
between device communication and device access, which provides clear, communication-
independent, remote access to the robot. The network wrapper communication establishes
point-to-multipoint communication over the Ethernet network using YARP protocol and
provides an abstraction layer of the underlying communication carriers.
The component wrapping design allows other devices to reuse communication protocols
established by common network wrappers within the YARP network, and allows clients
to access the components through a local, virtual replica of it. Given the success and
clarity of the design, it is currently being adopted by other projects within the IRI, such
as the European Strep Project URUS [56].
Indeed, the possibilities are endless, each application designs the best network structure
and YARP looks after the data stream. The device takes advantage of these features and
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merges them to its access and control. Actually, a distributed design is highly valuable
for task-dedicated nodes or CPU-consuming and power-consuming algorithms. Also, it
stays decoupled from the specific arm and hand, which can be replaced without altering
the higher level applications running them.
8.3 Client Framework
Another important objective, and one of the most interesting, was to demonstrate the
capabilities of the distributed arm and hand and create a basic robot by interacting with a
monocular camera. The application has been divided into three modules; Control, Vision
and Planner. Hence, the client framework takes modularity up to the final developer,
as the client framework has decoupled particular applications from the underlying robot-
standard libraries. Inexperienced users and researchers can easily embed their intelligence
and vision algorithms within the design by implementing the appropriate interfaces. In
fact, every module is compiled and understood separately, which helps locating errors and
bugs and makes the code easy to maintain.
The design’s modularity, flexibility and response time over the network are satisfactory,
and all goals have been achieved. Over and above, the project has gone further by
implementing new image processing techniques which allowed us to obtain a responsive
robot; capable of recognizing and grasping objects after a single glance of them. Although
still constrained to structured environments, the ability to identify and grasp simple
objects on the basis of a single photograph of them is a great achievement.
8.4 Household Applications
A secondary objective of this project was to implement some specific applications for a
household robot. Taking advantage of the modular client framework and the distributed
robot, this project contributes to robot development in IRI, and brings a commercial
robot one step closer to reality. The infrastructures provided demonstrate some of the
possibilities of recent technology, which are both amazing and challenging at the same
time. Hopefully, the results will increase people’s comfort and quality of life in the long
term, which would especially benefit the elderly and the disabled.
So far the project has succeeded in identifying simple textured and non-textured shapes
and tidy them up by kind or by position. Given that the intention is to demonstrate the
whole design, conclusions and results are not focused on the demonstration application
itself, but on how the devices interact. Despite the experimental optimization, the robot
performs successfully with 96% rate of success.
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8.5 General Conclusions
In conclusion, the modularity of the design will certainly help the introduction of new
learning, image processing and grasping algorithms which should trigger the robotics
development in human-scale robotics and take us closer to Asimov’s fiction. The bottom
line is that, not only has the project achieved a neat, ready-to-go abstraction of an arm-
hand device over any client in the Ethernet network, but has also provided — with the
client framework and its applications — the ability to interact with the environment
successfully, as well as a promising design philosophy. The device structure of the present
project has been currently adopted by other IRI’s projects [56], as well as the resultant
drivers, which were used straight away [54, 15], and showing the implemented applications
to visitors and students.
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9 Future Work
The WAMTM arm has assisted many research projects in a great diversity of control,
image processing and artificial intelligence fields. The methods provided can easily be
extended to mobile platforms like the Segway, which would allow the WAMTM arm and the
BarrettHandTM to accommodate certain positions and perform more complex tasks with
stronger position constraints. In our experience, the WAMTM arm is rather uncomfortable
when manipulating objects in its z = 0 plane, as the second joint is constrained by its
movement limit. The maximum flexibility appears to be at the very top, which allows
the highest range of mobility in each joint.
In structured environments where objects are modelled, the simulated physics in the
OpenRave simulation framework [12] have shown good reliability and success with the
WAMTM arm and the BarrettHandTM. Simulations calculate force closure and form clo-
sure grasps very effectively, which is highly valuable in the manipulation of cupboards
and other objects. Also, it includes path-planning and obstacle avoidance algorithms. As
commented previously, the path planner is necessary, given that most robot task comple-
tion failures of the demo are due to poor planning of the joint path, which causes torque
faults in the end-effector joints.
For the control of the BarrettHandTM, movements are performed in the Joint domain.
IK libraries would allow the driver to move the BarrettHandTM in the Cartesian domain,
which would lead to more accurate grasping.
As the driver currently has only implemented the basic functions (position move, get
position...), the other declared functions have to be implemented, which, given that the
whole structure has already been designed, can be done as required.
Concerning vision, the distributed grabbing of frames is supported, but not yet imple-
mented — the Distributed class is almost void —, but by the purpose of the distribution,
it can be handled by YARP interfaces or directly. Beyond that, obtaining depth infor-
mation from the environment would solve the dichotomy of knowing either the object’s
dimensions or the object’s distance. Obtaining depth information from the world is an in-
teresting and very recurrent field of research in image processing. Typical solutions entail
the use an extra camera for human-like stereoscopic vision, or a 3D Time-Of-Flight cam-
era. Camera access could be wrapped by YARP devices and accessed over the network.
The calibration algorithms presented support stereovision, and given depth information,
the robot’s intelligence can be more complex and complete. At present, the robot must
know, a priori, either the object’s distance or the object’s dimensions.
This project involved the main robotics fields and there are endless possibilities in each.
This study aims to encourage this development through future work and investment to
provide reliable, useful and human-friendly robots.
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Terminology
Mathematical Notation
Example Interpretation format
v unidimensional vector bold, lower-case
A bi-dimensional matrix bold, upper-case
Symbols
Symbol Units Description
fpx [px/mm] focal length
H intrinsic [mm]/[px] Intrinsic parameters matrix
p′ [mm] 3D point on camera coordinates
m′ [mm] unscaled projected point to the image plane
s [mm] World point to projected point scale factor
pcamera [mm] 3D point on camera coordinates
ppx [px] projected point on the camera’s CCD
cx [px] image horizontal central coordinate in pixels
cy [px] image vertical central coordinate in pixels
Ocam [mm]
Homogeneous pose representation. 4-by-4
matrix containing 3-by-3 rotation matrix and
the 3-by-1 translation vector.
Pgrid2cam [mm]
Grid/pattern object to camera coordinates
transformation matrix
Hcam2world [mm] Camera to arm coordinates transformation
matrix
Hgrid2hand [mm]
Grid/pattern to hand/Tool Center Point
transformation matrix
Phand2world [mm]
Hand/Tool Center Point object to arm
coordinates transformation matrix
θ [rad] Rotation angle over the Z axis of the camera
I [-] Identity matrix
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Symbol Units Description
Rg [-] Rotation matrix for BarrettHandTM
pregrasping
pi [mm] Pose i 3D nominal position vector (x, y, z)
pi [rad] Pose i 3D average position vector (x, y, z)
rpi [rad] Pose i orientation’s euler angles
µerror [mm] distance to the nominal point from the average
point
σerror [mm] position variance of the result’s points
Acronyms and Initialisms
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
BBF Best-Bin-First
BiRRT Bi-directional Rapidly-exploring Random Trees
CAN Controller-Area Network
CARMEN Carnegie Mellon Robot Navigation Toolkit
CCD Charge-Coupled Device
CPU Central Processing Unit
DLR Deutsches Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt
EERP Equal Error Rate Point
EMI electromagnetic interference
EPFL E´cole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
ERRT Exploration Rapidly-exploring Random Trees
FME Facultat de Matema`tiques i Estad´ıstica
GCL Grasping Control Language
GUI Graphical User Interface
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IDL Interactive Data Language
IEEE Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers, Inc
IK inverse kinematics
IRI Institut de Robo`tica i Informa`tica Industrial
ISO International Organization for Standarization
ITT VIS International Telephone & Telegraph Vision Information Solutions
LMA Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MOOS Mission Oriented Operating Suite
OAC Object-Action Complexes
OpenCV Open Computer Vision
OpenRAVE Open Robotics and Animation Virtual Environment
Orocos Open Robot Control Software
PACO-PLUS Perception, Action and Cognition through Object-Action Complexes
PC Personal Computer
RA* Randomized A*
RANSAC Random Sample Consensus
RL Reinforcement Learning
ROC Receiving Operation Characteristic
ROI Region of Interest
ROS Robot Operating System
RPC Remote Procedure Call
RS232 Recommended Standard 232
SCARA Selective Compliant Articulated Robot Arm
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SIFT Scale Invariant Feature Transform
TCP Tool Center Point
URUS Ubiquitous Networking Robotics in Urban Settings
USB Universal Serial Bus
WAMTM Whole-Arm ManipulatorTM
XML eXtensible Markup Language
YARP Yet Another Robot Protocol
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Appendices
A Conventions
A.1 Euler angles
To reduce the network load, instead of transmitting the 3x3 Rotation matrix the driver
transmits the Euler angles, which are then transformed into a rotation matrix by WAM’s
embedded PC. There is confusion regarding the Euler angles due to the numerous con-
ventions that exist. This project uses the XYZ convention and pre-multiplication, which
is exemplified by (33).
R = Rz ·Ry ·Rx · I, (33)
where the rotation matrix are presented in (17), (18) and (19) on page 45, section 6.3.1.
This interpretation means that the rotation over the x axis is made first, then over the
original y axis and finally over the original z axis5. Also, depending on the context, the
name conventions differ: in the next equation (34) the equivalences are stated.
1 ≡ θ1 ≡ Rotx ≡ roll ≡ γ ≡ g ≡ ψ (34)
2 ≡ θ2 ≡ Roty ≡ pitch ≡ β ≡ b ≡ θ (35)
3 ≡ θ3 ≡ Rotz ≡ yaw ≡ α ≡ a ≡ φ (36)
This representation of the rotation matrix, leads, for an arbitrary rotation set on (33), to
R =
 cos θ cosφ cosφ sinψ sin θ − cosψ sinφ cosψ cosφ sin θ + sinψ sinφcos θ sinφ cosψ cosφ+ sinψ sin θ sinφ cosψ sin θ sinφ− cosφ sinψ
− sin θ cos θ sinψ cosψ sin θ
 . (37)
5All rotations are expressed with the right-hand rule, with the positive angle set in counter-clockwise
rotation.
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B Protocols
All commands are confirmed with an acknowledge character d, and q on failure.
B.1 WAMTM Server Protocol
The protocol used on the WAMTM driver - WAMTM node is mainly based on the pro-
tocol designed by Kaijen Hsiao, which uses a header of three characters followed by the
command data. The commands available are listed below.
Header Query’s/Reply’s body Description
Synchronous Commands
moc
Cartesian position and rotation in Euler
angles on a 6 double array.
Move to the given position in Carte-
sian coordinates
gcp
Cartesian position in Euler angles on a 6
double array.
Get the Cartesian position and the
Euler angles from the encoders
shu - Shutdown WAMTM connections
gra - Activates gravity compensation
hom - Return home
gja Joint angles in radians on a 6-double array Fetches the joints encoders’ values
moj Joint angles in radians on a 6-double array Moves in joints’ angles
Asynchronous Requests Commands
trf
- Request for asynchronous packet
upon trajectory finish
Table 12 – WAMTM Server Protocol
Besides the commands listed in Table 12, asynchronous events are also supported by
the communication design. The asynchronous packets require identification to prevent
scrambling, and more details, so a different structure had to be implemented, as shown
in Table 13.
header (int) → sender queryid replyid type done
body (char) → Data[100]
Table 13 – Asynchronous packet structure
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Implemented methods
Methods implemented over the network and WAMTM driver.
From interface yarp::dev::IPositionControl
virtual bool getAxes(int *ax) Returns the number of controlled axes
virtual bool positionMove(const double *refs) Performs a pose movement in cartesian co-
ordinates
virtual bool checkMotionDone(bool *flag) Requests an asynchronous reply upon tra-
jectory finish
From interface yarp::dev::IEncoders
virtual bool getAxes(int *ax) Returns the number of controlled axes
virtual bool getEncoders(double *encs) Retrieves the Cartesian coordinates and
Euler angles
Table 14 – Implemented methods from WAMTM’s device ab-
straction
Supported interfaces
Interfaces supported by the YARP network wrapper (not currently implemented by the
WAMTM driver)
Device Interfaces
class yarp::dev::IAxisInfo Axis information interface
class yarp::dev::IAmplifierControl Interface for amplifier commands
class yarp::dev::IAmplifierControlRaw Interface for amplifier commands
class yarp::dev::IControlMode Interface for setting control mode in control board
class yarp::dev::IControlModeRaw Interface for setting control mode in control board
class yarp::dev::IControlCalibration Interface for calibration commands
class yarp::dev::IControlCalibrationRaw Interface for calibration commands
class yarp::dev::IControlCalibration2 Interface for calibration commands
class yarp::dev::IControlCalibration2Raw New interface for calibration commands
class yarp::dev::IControlDebug Interface for debug commands
class yarp::dev::IControlLimits Interface for limits commands
class yarp::dev::IControlLimitsRaw Interface for limits commands
class yarp::dev::IEncoders Control board, encoder interface
class yarp::dev::IEncodersRaw Control board, encoder interface
class yarp::dev::IPidControl Interface for a PID controller, with scaled arguments
class yarp::dev::IPidControlRaw Interface for a PID controller
class yarp::dev::IPositionControl Interface for position control
class yarp::dev::IPositionControlRaw Interface for position control in encoder coordinates
class yarp::dev::IVelocityControl Interface for velocity control
class yarp::dev::IVelocityControlRaw Interface for velocity control in encoder coordinates
class yarp::dev::ITorqueControl Interface for torque control
class yarp::dev::ITorqueControlRaw Interface for torque control
Table 15 – Supported methods from WAMTM’s device ab-
straction
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Available interfaces
Interfaces available within the YARP communication framework
Media Interfaces
class yarp::dev::IAudioGrabberSound Read a YARP-format sound block from a device.
class yarp::dev::IAudioVisualGrabber Read a YARP-format image and sound from a device.
class yarp::dev::IAudioVisualStream For streams capable of holding different kinds of content.
class yarp::dev::IFrameGrabber Common interface to a FrameGrabber.
class yarp::dev::IFrameGrabberControls Control interface for frame grabber devices.
class yarp::dev::IFrameGrabberImage Read a YARP-format image from a device.
class yarp::dev::IFrameGrabberRgb RGB Interface to a FrameGrabber device.
class yarp::dev::IFrameWriterAudioVisual Write a YARP-format image and sound to a device.
class yarp::dev::IFrameWriterImage Read a YARP-format image to a device.
Device Interfaces
class yarp::dev::IAmplifierControl Interface for amplifier commands
class yarp::dev::IAmplifierControlRaw Interface for amplifier commands
class yarp::dev::ICartesianControl Interface for a cartesian controller
class yarp::dev::IControlMode Interface for setting control mode in control board
class yarp::dev::IControlModeRaw Interface for setting control mode in control board
class yarp::dev::IControlCalibration Interface for calibration commands
class yarp::dev::IControlCalibrationRaw Interface for calibration commands
class yarp::dev::IControlCalibration2 Interface for calibration commands
class yarp::dev::IControlCalibration2Raw New interface for calibration commands
class yarp::dev::IControlDebug Interface for debug commands
class yarp::dev::IControlLimits Interface for limits commands
class yarp::dev::IEncoders Control board, encoder interface
class yarp::dev::IEncodersRaw Control board, encoder interface
class yarp::dev::IPidControl Interface for a PID controller, with scaled arguments
class yarp::dev::IPidControlRaw Interface for a PID controller
class yarp::dev::IPositionControl Interface for position control
class yarp::dev::IPositionControlRaw Interface for position control in encoder coordinates
class yarp::dev::IVelocityControl Interface for velocity control
class yarp::dev::IVelocityControlRaw Interface for velocity control in encoder coordinates
class yarp::dev::ITorqueControl Interface for torque control
class yarp::dev::ITorqueControlRaw Interface for torque control
Miscellanea Interfaces
class yarp::dev::IGenericSensor A generic interface to sensors – gyro, a/d converters, etc
class yarp::dev::IGPUDevice A generic interface to GPU port devices
class yarp::dev::ISerialDevice A generic interface to serial port devices
class yarp::dev::IService Common interface for devices that act like services
Table 16 – Interfaces available from YARP’s device abstrac-
tion
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Header Body Description
hhi send HI command
cgo open spread
opn open fingers
cls close fingers
hhe put hand in home position
cmd
String command using
Barrett’s protocol, specified in
annex C.4.
Hand arbitrary command
Table 17 – BarrettHandTM Server Protocol
Hand abstraction header
bool open(struct BHconfig *config) Configures and launches the driver
bool close() Returns the error of the expected grasp
bool shutdown() Sends the termination character to BarrettHand
bool initialize() Initializes the hand
bool gopen() Open fingers (grasp)
bool torquegclose() Torque controlled close fingers (grasp)
bool gclose() Close fingers (grasp)
bool sendCommand(char cmd[BUFFERSIZE]) Sends a raw GCL command
bool openWide() Opens the spread and fingers
bool isoGrasp() Places fingers equidistant from each other
bool rectGrasp() Places finger 1 and 2 at 90 degrees from 3
bool needle() Places finger 3 opposed to 12 and almost closed
bool peg() Places finger 1 opposed to 2
bool pegClose() Close fingers 1 and 2
Table 18 – Device abstraction of the BarrettHandTM inter-
face.
Hand abstraction header (at Client)
bool isConnected() Whether hand connection succeded
int getError(string answer) Searches the answer for the error code
int checkGrasp(int expected[4]) Returns the error of the expected grasp
string connect() Connects the yarp port
string terminate() Sends the termination character to Bar-
rettHand
string initialize() Initializes the hand
string gopen() Open fingers (grasp)
string torquegclose() Torque controlled close fingers (grasp)
string gclose() Close fingers (grasp)
string fingerMove(int finger) Moves a finger to the specified position
string sendCommand(string cmd) Sends a raw GCL command through the
YARP network
Table 19 – Device abstraction of the BarrettHandTM inter-
face.
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B.3.1 Grasping Control Language (GCL)
The BarrettHand has two operating modes: supervisory and real-time. Supervisory mode
is the usual method where the user issues commands one at a time, while in real-time
mode, the communication is full-duplex and datagram-based. The structure of the packets
is defined in supervisory mode prior to starting the real time session, which is stopped
with a special character. This project will be working in supervisory mode; although
real-time is also supported by the driver designed it is not supported by the network
wrapper.
In supervisory mode, the GCL [53] commands have the following structure:
Object (prefix) — Verb (command) — Subject (parameters) — Qualifiers (values)
The prefix refers to motors 1 through 4 with the ASCII values for 1, 2, 3, and 4 corre-
sponding to the fingers F1, F2, F3, and the spread motion. Any number of prefixes may
be used in any order. If the prefix is omitted, then the grasper applies the command to
all available axes. As an example, the ASCII character C represents the command which
drives the associated motor(s) at its individual default (or user defined) velocity and ac-
celeration profile(s) until the motor(s) stops for the default (or user defined) number of
milliseconds. As each motor reaches this state its position is locked in place mechanically.
• 1C closes finger F1
• 2C closes finger F2
• C is equivalent to 1234C and closes all three fingers and the spread motion
Additionally, given the fact that most commands will be related to the three fingers or
the spread, GCL defines S (derived from spread) as a shortcut for 4, and G (from grasp)
as a short cut for 123. So, GC is equivalent to 123C and SC is equivalent to 4C. A brief
representative list of commands illustrate GCL and the most useful commands available
in Tables 20 to 22.
Command Example Description
C GC Close
HI 2HI Hand initialize
IO 1IO Incremental open
LOOP 123LOOP Enter real time mode
T 1T Terminate power
TC GTC Torque controlled close
Table 20 – Sample of representative serial commands of the
BarrettHandTM GCL protocol
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Requests Example Description
FGET 1FGET DS DP Gets and prints the given motor(s) parameter(s)’s
value(s) (See table 22 for a list of basic parameters)
PGET PGET TEMP P Gets and prints the given system parameter(s)’s
value(s)
Table 21 – Sample of representative serial requests of the
BarrettHandTM GCL protocol
Parameter Example Description
P 2FGET P Retrieves the encoder(s) value(s)
BP 1FGET BP Retrieves the last break-away position
Table 22 – Motor code for motor parameters and status
Hand Status Code
Hexadecimal Decimal Description
0x0001 1 No motor board found
0x0002 2 No motor found
0x0004 4 Motor not initialized
0x0008 8 (not used)
0x0010 16 Unable to reach position
0x0020 32 Unknown command
0x0040 64 Unknown parameter name
0x0080 128 Invalid value
0x0100 256 Tried to write a read-only parameter
0x0200 512 (not used)
0x0400 1024 Too many arguments for this command
0x0800 2048 Invalid RealTime control block header
0x1000 4096 Command cannot have motor prefix
0x2000 8192 Overtemperature fault tripped
0x4000 16384 Control-C abort command received
Table 23 – Bit-wise BarrettHandTM status codes
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B.4.1 High-level Communication Protocol: Bottles
Transmitting over the YARP network is as simple as creating a bottle and putting a
message in it. Whatever they are, strings, integers or doubles, the bottle handles them in a
structured way. The drawback is that data is sent as ASCII code, which is highly inefficient
for doubles and other primitives. Nevertheless, special containers can be developed —
images have their own special container, given that transmitting images as ASCII-code
would be infeasible. On the other hand, for the time being, there is no support for other
data types.
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B.4.2 The YARP Connection Protocol
This is the protocol used for a single connection from an output port to an input port.
The next section discusses how this process is initiated. At the point of creation of a
connection, the following information is needed:
• An address – the machine name and socket-port at which the input port is listening.
• The name of the input port.
• The name of the output port associated with the connection. This name needs to be
retained for proper disconnection in some cases. If the connection is not associated
with a port, but is initiated by an external entity, then the name is not important
and should be set to “external” (or any name without a leading slash character).
Connection Phases
The connection protocol has several phases: header, index, and body. This is the basic
pattern of YARP communication between ports. Citing from the YARP’s page [14].
1. Initiation phase
• The procedure begins once the sender has successfully opened a TCP socket
connection to the receiver (assuming that is the carrier it is registered with).
2. Header phase
• This phase follows immediately after the initiation phase.
• Transmission of protocol specifier
– Sender transmits 8 bytes that identify the carrier that will be used. The
header may be used to pass a few flags also.
– Receiver expects 8 bytes, and attempts to find a carrier that is consistent
with them.
• Transmission of sender name
– Sender transmits the name of the output port it is associated with, in a
carrier specific way.
– Receiver expects the name of the output port, transmitted in a carrier
specific way.
• Transmission of extra header material
– Sender may transmit extra information, depending on the carrier.
– Receiver may expect extra information, depending on the carrier.
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3. Header reply phase
• This phase follows immediately after the header phase, and concludes the
preamble to actual data transmission. After this phase, the two ports are
considered connected.
• Receiver may transmit some data, depending on the carrier. Receiver then may
switch from the initial network protocol used to something else (udp, mcast,
etc), again depending on the carrier.
• Sender may expect some data, depending on the carrier. Sender then may
switch from the initial network protocol used to something else (udp, mcast,
etc), again depending on the carrier.
4. Index phase
• Sender sends carrier-dependent data describing properties of the payload data
to come.
• Receiver expects carrier-dependent data describing properties of the payload
data to come.
5. Payload data phase
• Sender sends carrier-dependent expression of user data (maybe none).
• Receiver expects carrier-dependent expression of user data.
6. Acknowledgement phase
• Receiver sends carrier-dependent acknowledgement of receipt of payload data
(maybe none).
• Sender expects carrier-dependent acknowledgement of receipt of payload data
(maybe none).
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C Devices Specifications
C.1 GrassHopper Camera
Model: Grasshopper GRAS-50S5M/C
Grasshopper®
HIGH RESOLUTION + HIGH FPS + COMPACT
0.3M, 1.4M, 2.0M, or 5.0M pixels
Progressive scan Sony® CCDs
High speed 14-bit A/D converter
Dual IEEE-1394b ports for daisy chaining
The Grasshopper digital camera line from Point Grey Research is a 
complete, cost effective and reliable imaging solution. A variety of 
large format, high resolution image sensors, combined with an IEEE-
1394b 800Mb/s interface, makes the Grasshopper an ideal choice for 
demanding imaging applications such as semiconductor inspection and 
high-speed assembly.
North America T +604.242.9937 E sales@ptgrey.com Europe T + 49 7141 488817-0 E eu-sales@ptgrey.com www.ptgrey.com
Industry standard design, compact case
Specifi cation GRAS-03K2M/C        GRAS-03S3M      GRAS-14S3M/C      GRAS-14S5M/C      GRAS-20S4M/C      GRAS-50S5M/C
Image Sensor Type Kodak (K) and Sony (S) progressive scan interline transfer CCD’s with square pixels and global shutter
Image Sensor Model
Maximum Resolution      640(H) x 480(V)              648(H) x 488(V)            1384(H) x 1032(V)           1384(H) x 1036(V)           1624(H) x 1224(V)            2448(H) x 2048(V)
Pixel Size       7.4μm x 7.4μm                  9.9μm x 9.9μm               4.65μm x 4.65μm             6.45μm x 6.45μm             4.40μm x 4.40μm              3.45μm x 3.45μm
Analog-to-Digital Converter Analog Devices 14-bit ADC
Video Data Output 8, 12, 16 and 24-bit digital data
Image Data Formats Y8, Y16 (all models), RGB, YUV411, YUV422, YUV444, 8-bit and 16-bit raw Bayer data (color models)
Digital Interface Dual  Bilingual 9-pin IEEE-1394b for camera control, video data transmission, and power
Transfer Rates 100, 200, 400, 800 Mbit/s
Maximum Frame Rate 1    640x480 at 200 FPS          648x488 at 74 FPS         1384x1032 at 21 FPS         1384x1036 at 15 FPS       1624x1224 at 30 FPS         2448x2048 at 15 FPS
Partial Image Modes pixel binning and region of interest modes via Format_7
General Purpose I/O Ports 8-pin Hirose HR25 general purpose input/output connector4 pins for external trigger, strobe or RS232 / 1 pin +3.3V / 1 VEXT pin to externally power the camera
Gain Control automatic / manual / one-push gain modes, programmable via software     0dB to 24dB in 0.04dB increments
Shutter Speed automatic / manual / one-push modes, programmable via software      0.02ms to greater than 10s (extended shutter mode)
Synchronization via external trigger, software trigger, or free-running
External Trigger Modes DCAM v1.31 Trigger Modes 0, 1 (bulb shutter), 3, 14 (overlapped trigger and transfer), and 15 (multi-shot trigger)
Voltage Requirements 8-30V, via the IEEE-1394b interface or Hirose 8-pin GPIO connector
Power Consumption           2.9W                                     2.9W                               3.0W                                3.1W                                   3.4W                                   3.8W
Dimensions (L x W x H) 58mm x 44mm x 29mm (not including lens holder and GPIO connector)
Mass 104g (without optics)
Camera Specifi cation IIDC 1394-based Digital Camera Specifi cation v1.31, compatible with IEEE-1394b and IEEE-1394a interfaces
Lens Mount C-mount
Emissions Compliance Complies with CE rules and Part 15 Class B of FCC Rules
Operating Temperature 0° to 40°C
Storage Temperature -30° to 60°C
Vibration Resistance 10 G (14 Hz to 200 Hz)
Warranty 2 year
     KAI-0340D 1/3”                ICX414 1/2”                     ICX267 1/2”              ICX285 2/3” (EXView HAD)            ICX274 1/1.8”               ICX625 2/3” (Super HAD)
57.5mm
44mm
29mm
1 Maximum frame rate at full resolution achieved using Format 7
Grasshopper® Specifi cations
North America T +604.242.9937 E sales@ptgrey.com Europe T + 49 7141 488817-0 E eu-sales@ptgrey.com www.ptgrey.com
The IEEE-1394b 800Mb/s bus provides reliable, deterministic com-
munication with guaranteed bandwidth. This allows full color images 
to be transmitted at faster frame rates, and more cameras to be 
networked on the same 1394b bus. The Grasshopper camera family 
is also backward compatible with 1394a and can work seamlessly with 
legacy 1394a systems1.
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Multiple Grasshopper cameras can be daisy chained together using the 
dual IEEE-1394b ports on the back, effectively minimizing cabling re-
quirements and equipment costs and maximizing the reliability of the 
data pipeline.
Daisy Chaining
Screw holes located on either side of the Grasshopper camera’s IEEE-
1394b connectors enable the locking 1394b cable (included in the De-
velopment Accessory Kit) to be securely connected to the camera. This 
not only guarantees a reliable connection, but also reduces stress on 
internal electronics that can be caused by cable movement. The cable 
also carries both data and power, minimizing the need for additional 
cables or external power sources.
Secure and Powered
The camera is equipped with a 32MB frame buffer that can be used to 
store multiple images for transmission, or retransmission, at a later time. 
This is useful in situations where the available 1394b bandwidth must 
be maximized between multiple cameras, or where an image must be 
sent again.
Frame Buffer/Image Retransmit
The fi eld-programmable gate array chip controls all camera functional-
ity, including on-camera color processing, pixel binning, automatic inter-
camera synchronization, user memory channels and more. It can also be 
updated with new functionality in the fi eld.
Updatable FPGA
CAD models available at www.ptgrey.com/support/downloads.
Dimensional Drawings (in mm)
Every mechanical component of the Grasshopper camera is designed to 
maximize usability, including the compact aluminum case, C-mount lens 
holder and ASA/ISO-compliant tripod mounting bracket, status LED 
and removable glass/IR fi lter system.
Industry Standard Design
This kit has all the hardware and software you need for rapid design and 
prototyping, including:
• 4.5 meter, 9-pin to 9-pin, 1394b locking cable
• 4.5 meter, 6-pin to 9-pin, 1394a to 1394b locking cable
• IEEE-1394b OHCI PCI Host Adapter 3-port 800Mb/s card (DEVKIT-01-0001)
• FirePRO low profi le single bus IEEE-1394b PCI Express card (DEVKIT-01-0002) 
• Male GPIO connector prewired for quick and easy access
• FlyCapture® SDK (C/C++ API and device drivers) CD
Development Accessory Kit (DEVKIT-01-0001 & DEVKIT-01-0002)
The FlyCapture® SDK is compatible with Microsoft® Windows® and 
includes the PGRCAMTM device driver, full software API library, demo 
programs and C/C++ example source code. It also includes the Fire-
PROTM driver, which provides enhanced debugging and diagnostics and 
allows 1394b devices to run at 800Mb/s.
Software
Side View
Top View
dual IEEE-1394b ports for daisy chaining
GPIO for trigger/strobe/serial port
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C.2 Flea Camera
Model: Flea2 FL2G-13S2C
Flea® 2
ULTRA-COMPACT + VERSATILE + 1394B
12 different models, 0.3 MP to 5.0 MP
Smallest 1394b camera in the world
High speed 1394b 800 Mb/s digital interface
Metal case with locking screw connection
With resolutions ranging from 0.3MP (VGA) to 5.0MP and 12 different models 
to choose from, the compact, versatile Flea®2 camera system is a complete, 
cost effective and reliable IEEE-1394b solution for demanding imaging applica-
tions such as semiconductor inspection and high-speed assembly.
North America T +604.242.9937 E sales@ptgrey.com Europe T + 49 7141 488817-0 E eu-sales@ptgrey.com www.ptgrey.com
Ideal for industrial machine vision
30mm 29mm
29mm
FL2-03S2M/C        FL2-08S2M/C        FL2-14S3M/C        FL2-20S4M/C        FL2G-13S2M/C        FL2G-50S5M/C
Image Sensor Type Sony progressive scan interline transfer CCD’s with square pixels and global shutter, monochrome or color
Image Sensor Model
Maximum Resolution         648x488                          1032x776                       1392x1032                     1624x1224                      1288x964                            2448x2048
Pixel Size       7.4 x 7.4μm                    4.65 x 4.65μm                 4.65 x 4.65μm                  4.4 x 4.4μm                   3.75 x 3.75μm                     3.45 x 3.45μm
Analog-to-Digital Converter Analog Devices 12-bit ADC
Video Data Output 8, 12, 16 and 24-bit digital data
Image Data Formats Y8, Y16 (all models), RGB, YUV411, YUV422, YUV444, 8-bit and 16-bit raw Bayer data (color models)
Color Processing On-camera in YUV or RGB format, or on-PC in Raw format
Digital Interface Bilingual 9-pin IEEE-1394b for camera control, video data transmission, and power
Transfer Rates 100, 200, 400, 800 Mbit/s
Maximum Frame Rate  648x488 at 80 FPS        1032x776 at 30 FPS         1392x1032 at 15 FPS      1624x1224 at 15 FPS      1288x964 at 30 FPS         2448x2048 at 7.5 FPS
Partial Image Modes pixel binning and region of interest modes via Format_7
White Balance automatic / manual / one-push modes, programmable via software
General Purpose I/O Ports 8-pin Hirose HR25 GPIO connectoropto-isolated pins for trigger and strobe (FL2G models only), bi-directional pins for trigger, strobe or serial port
Gain Control automatic / manual / one-push gain modes, programmable via software, 0dB to 24dB in 0.04dB increments
Shutter Speed automatic / manual / one-push modes, programmable via software, 0.02ms to greater than 10s (extended shutter mode)
Gamma/LUT 0.50 to 4.00 / programmable lookup table
Synchronization via external trigger, software trigger, or free-running
External Trigger Modes DCAM v1.31 Trigger Modes 0, 1, 3, 4 and 5 (multiple exposure, 03S2 and 08S2 models only), 14 (overlapped trigger), and 15 (multi-shot trigger)
Power Consumption power via Vext GPIO pin or 9-pin 1394b interface: 8 to 30 V, less than 2.5 W
Dimensions (L x W x H) 29mm x 29mm x 30mm (excluding lens holder, without optics)
Mass 58g (without optics)
Memory Storage (FL2G models only) 32MB frame buffer, 512KB non-volatile data fl ash
Memory Channels 3 memory channels for custom camera settings
Camera Specifi cation IIDC 1394-based Digital Camera Specifi cation v1.31, compatible with IEEE-1394b and IEEE-1394a interfaces
Lens Mount C-mount
Emissions Compliance Complies with CE rules and Part 15 Class B of FCC Rules
Operating Temperature 0° to 45°C
Storage Temperature -30° to 60°C
Warranty 2 year
ICX445 1/3” EXview                ICX655 2/3
    HAD CCD™                   SuperHAD CCD™Sony ICX424 1/3”           Sony ICX204 1/3”          Sony ICX267 1/2”        Sony ICX274 1/1.8” 
Flea®2 Specifi cations
North America T +604.242.9937 E sales@ptgrey.com Europe T + 49 7141 488817-0 E eu-sales@ptgrey.com www.ptgrey.com
The bilingual IEEE-1394b interface used by the Flea2 camera provides
reliable, deterministic communication with guaranteed bandwidth
and 800 Mb/s data rates. The Flea2 supports data transfer
rates up to 800 Mb/s, and is backward compatible with 1394a,
allowing it to work seamlessly with existing 1394a systems.
IEEE-1394b Benefi ts
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At 29x29x30mm, the Flea2 fi ts into the small, tight spaces that are
common in industrial imaging, making it an ideal camera for OEM
applications. The 1394b connector with locking screw holes not
only guarantee a reliable connection, but also reduce stress on
internal electronics that can be caused by cable movement. The
cable also carries both data and power, minimizing the need for
additional cables or external power sources.
Smallest 1394b Camera in the World
The Flea2 camera has an 8-pin GPIO connector located on the
back. The GPIO is a programmable interface that allows the user
to coordinate the camera with external devices such as light
sources and GPS units. It can be programmed to accept external
trigger signals that initiate the start of exposure, output variable
strobe patterns, or send and receive serial data.
Triggering and GPIO
Multiple Flea2 cameras networked on the same IEEE-1394 bus are
automatically synchronized to within 125μs (maximum deviation)
of each other, and can synchronize across buses using Point Grey
MultiSync™ software.
Automatic Synchronization
The FlyCapture® SDK is included with all imaging products. The SDK is 
compatible with Microsoft® Windows® and includes device drivers,
software Application Programming Interface (API), demo
programs and C/C++ example source code. It also includes the
FirePROTM driver, which provides enhanced debugging and diagnostics, 
and allows 1394b devices to run at 800Mb/s.
Software
CAD models available at www.ptgrey.com/support/downloads.
Dimensional Drawings (in mm)
Every mechanical component of the Flea2 is designed to maximize
usability, including the compact cast metal case, C-mount lens
holder and ASA/ISO-compliant tripod mounting bracket, status
LED and removable glass/IR fi lter system.
Industry Standard Mechanics
• 4.5 meter, 9-pin to 9-pin, IEEE-1394b cable with locking screws for    
   secure connection
• 4.5 meter, 6-pin to 9-pin, IEEE-1394a to 1394b cable for secure 
   connection
• IEEE-1394b OHCI PCI Host Adapter 3-port 800Mb/s card
• 1 meter GPIO wiring harness with HR25 8-pin male connector for 
   easy triggering
• FlyCapture® SDK (C/C++ API and device drivers) CD
Development Accessory Kit
The  color Flea2  features  on-camera  color  processing  and  auto white 
balance. Available outputs include YUV411, YUV422, YUV444 and RGB. 
If a reduction in the bus bandwidth is required, users can access the raw 
Bayer pattern.
Color Processing
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arm in the world.” 
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The bilingual IEEE-1394b interface used by the Flea2 camera provides
reliable, deterministic communication with guaranteed bandwidth
and 800 Mb/s data rates. The Flea2 supports data transfer
rates up to 800 Mb/s, and is backward compatible with 1394a,
allowing it to work seamlessly with existing 1394a systems.
IEEE-1394b Benefi ts
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At 29x29x30mm, the Flea2 fi ts into the small, tight spaces that are
common in industrial imaging, making it an ideal camera for OEM
applications. The 1394b connector with locking screw holes not
only guarantee a reliable connection, but also reduce stress on
internal electronics that can be caused by cable movement. The
cable also carries both data and power, minimizing the need for
additional cables or external power sources.
Smallest 1394b Camera in the World
The Flea2 camera has an 8-pin GPIO connector located on the
back. The GPIO is a programmable interface that allows the user
to coordinate the camera with external devices such as light
sources and GPS units. It can be programmed to accept external
trigger signals that initiate the start of exposure, output variable
strobe patterns, or send and receive serial data.
Triggering and GPIO
Multiple Flea2 cameras networked on the same IEEE-1394 bus are
automatically synchronized to within 125μs (maximum deviation)
of each other, and can synchronize across buses using Point Grey
MultiSync™ software.
Automatic Synchronization
The FlyCapture® SDK is included with all imaging products. The SDK is 
compatible with Microsoft® Windows® and includes device drivers,
software Application Programming Interface (API), demo
programs and C/C++ example source code. It also includes the
FirePROTM driver, which provides enhanced debugging and diagnostics, 
and allows 1394b devices to run at 800Mb/s.
Software
CAD models available at www.ptgrey.com/support/downloads.
Dimensional Drawings (in mm)
Every mechanical component of the Flea2 is designed to maximize
usability, including the compact cast metal case, C-mount lens
holder and ASA/ISO-compliant tripod mounting bracket, status
LED and removable glass/IR fi lter system.
Industry Standard Mechanics
• 4.5 meter, 9-pin to 9-pin, IEEE-1394b cable with locking screws for    
   secure connection
• 4.5 meter, 6-pin to 9-pin, IEEE-1394a to 1394b cable for secure 
   connection
• IEEE-1394b OHCI PCI Host Adapter 3-port 800Mb/s card
• 1 meter GPIO wiring harness with HR25 8-pin male connector for 
   easy triggering
• FlyCapture® SDK (C/C++ API and device drivers) CD
Development Accessory Kit
The  color Flea2  features  on-camera  color  processing  and  auto white 
balance. Available outputs include YUV411, YUV422, YUV444 and RGB. 
If a reduction in the bus bandwidth is required, users can access the raw 
Bayer pattern.
Color Processing
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Big Functionality, Compact Form 
The BH8-series BarrettHand is a multi-
fingered programmable grasper with the 
dexterity to secure target objects of different 
sizes, shapes, and orientations. Even with its 
low weight (1.18kg) and compact form, it is 
totally self-contained.  
Communicating by industry-standard serial 
communications, integration with any arm is 
fast and simple. The BH8-series immediately 
multiplies the value of any arm requiring 
flexible automation.  
The BarrettHand BH8-series neatly houses a 
CPU, software, communications electronics, 
servo-controllers, and all 4 brushless motors. 
Of its three multi-jointed fingers, two have 
an extra degree of freedom with 180 
degrees of lateral mobility supporting a large 
variety of grasp types.  
Combined with its versatile software 
routines, a single BarrettHand BH8-series 
matches the functionality of an endless set 
of custom grippers -- yet switches part/tool 
shapes electronically within 0.5 seconds.  
Similar in function to a Swiss Army knife, the 
BarrettHand integrates with your application 
by consolidating many custom gripper tools 
into a single smart grasper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Simple Control 
Barrett Technology's BHControl User Interface, 
C-Function Library, and firmware provide 
comprehensive ways of controlling the BH8-
series Grasper.  
The BHControl Interface is a Windows 95/98/NT 
application providing an easy-to-use graphical 
user interface (GUI) for control of the 
BarrettHand. It was developed using Barrett's C-
Function Library Version 4.0 for easy 
communication with the hand.  
The BHControl Interface exposes all of the 
functionality provided by 
the C-Function Library, 
firmware, and 
BarrettHand in 
a graphical 
environment, 
without writing 
any code. 
The BHControl 
User-Interface 
and firmware 
are included 
with every 
BarrettHand BH8-
series purchase. The 
C-Function Library is 
available as an option. 
 
 
Barrett Technology®Inc.  
BH8-262
HAND TOOL AUTOMATION  
MATERIAL HANDLING  
PACKAGING/PALLETIZING  
ADDITIONAL 
APPLICATIONS 
 
• Component assembly 
• Food handling 
• Assembly line part 
orientation 
• Quality control 
measurements for 
continuous process 
control 
• Realtime environment 
interaction 
• Handling castings 
• Fiber bundles 
• Glass and ceramics 
• Meats and other foods 
• Remote manipulation  
• Biohazard material 
handling 
• Nuclear waste 
management 
• Search and Rescue 
• Bomb disposal 
Barrett’s versatile BH8-Series 
robotic hands give you the 
flexibility you need to reduce 
costs and increase production 
Repeatability: 25 µm 
Weight: 1 kg 
Payload: 6 kg
DATA SHEET
http://www.barrett.com
Barrett Technology, Inc. 
625 Mount Auburn Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138-4555 USA 
TEL +617-252-9000 
FAX +617-252-9021 
robot@barrett.com
 BH8-262 SPECIFICATIONS
6.0 kg
1.2 kg
25 µm
Brushless Electric
RS-232C
Finger full open to close 1.0 sec
Full 180 degree spread 0.5 sec
Dimensions (mm) H x W x D 298 x 149 x 42
Weight 1.224 kg
Total fingers 3
Fingers which spread 2
Total hand axes 8
Total hand motors 4
Finger base joint 140º
Fingertip joint 45º
Finger Spread 180º
Weight
Payload
Motor Type
Power
Requirements
Repeatability
Communication
Range of
motion
Finger Speed
Single phase
110/220 VAC (±15%) 
Power Supply
Kinematics
FEATURES & BENEFITS
Maximizes host arm's payload capacity
Reduces accelerated inertia
Enhances Safety
Compact fist Reaches tight spots
Self-contained Minimizes space, wires, and signal noise
Clean and quiet, no pneumatics or hydraulics
No pumps, no hoses, no seals, no filters, no leaks
Immediately adaptable to hand-held tools
Intuitive application development
Object remains secure without power
Payload capacity not limited by active force
Samarium-Cobalt provides high torque, low mass
Explosion proof (no brushes, no sparks)
No brush replacements or brush debris
Vacuum compatibility
Grasps a wide variety of objects
Eliminates tool changer's cost and and wait time
Supervisory control mode Easily issue high-level commands
RealTime control mode Enables user to close control loops externally
Controllable from any host PC, even a PalmPilot
Easy integration with PLCs
Failsafe, non-backdrivable 
fingers
RS-232C communications
All electric
Lightweight
Human-scale
Patented cluth mechanism
and spreading fingers
Brushless rare-earth motors
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
©2002 BARRETT TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
Barrett Technology, Inc. 
625 Mount Auburn Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138-4555 USA 
TEL +617-252-9000 
FAX +617-252-9021 
Email robot@barrett.com 
All dimensions are in metric (mm) and for reference only. 
Place
Stamp 
Here 
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